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CONSUL TANCY STUDY ON THE PRESERVATION OF ANCIENT ROCK CARVINGS OF
HONG KONG

PARTI
TERMS OF REFERNCE AND METHODOLOGY

This study followed specific terms of reference set out by the Antiquìties and Monuments Office in
the contract between the Government of Hong Kong SAR and this consultan t. These terms of
reference included on-site visíts to each of the 9 rock carvings and inscriptions which a 的
declared Protected Monuments in Hong Kong SAR
The purpose of the study undertaken by this consultant was to examine the issues affecting the
conservation of the rock carvings and inscriptions of Hong Kong SAR and to recommend
management protocols desìgned wíth the twin 0叫 ectives of safeguarding the rock carvíngs and
inscriptions and enhancing their significance as a heritage resource.

1. Terms of Reference
Purpose
To review the conservation methodology and to work out a long-term preservation and
management plan for 9 ancient rock carvings in Hong Kong . These rock carvings have been
declared as monuments and are protected under the Antiquities and Monuments Ordinance of
Hong Kong. They are located a t:

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

Shek Pik , Lantau;
PO Toi Island;
Tung Wan , Cheung Chau;
Kau Saì Chau , Sai Kung;
Joss House Bay , Saî Kung;
Lung Ha Wan , Sai Kung;
Tung Lung Island , Sai Kung;
Big Wave B旬， Hong Kong Island; and
Wong Chuk Hang , Hong Kong Island

The goal of the long-term preservation plan is to conserve , enhance and communicate the
cultural signìficance of the 9 ancìent rock carvings
Scooe of Studv
The scope of the study shall include but not limited to the following:

1.

To assess the present conditÎon of the rock carvings and identify the potential hazards that
will affect the well being of the rock carvings;
2. To review the current preservation and conservation practice;
3. To advise on a practicable preservation strategy for the rock carvings;
4. To examÎne the display settings and advise on improvement measures;
5. To devise a comprehensÎve management plan for the rock carvings.
studv Plan
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The consultancy study shall be comprised of site inspections of the 9 rock carvings listed above
and attendance at work meetings as and when required in seven consecutive days with the dates
to be agreed by the Government and the Advísor after signing the Agreements. Thenceforth , the
Advisor is required to render a study repo 吋 on the listed rock carvíngs covering , but not limited to
the aspects as described in the following section for submission to the Government within 1
month after the inspection visits
Studv Report
8ased on the background information provided by the Government as well as the findings of the
Advisor in the site inspections and meetings , the Advisor shall deliver to the Government a study
repo吋 in Englìsh of not less than 4 ,500 words for all 9 rock carvings while not less than 500 words
for each rock carving withîn 1 months after the site vìsits. The repo 吋 shall address all the 5
aspects stipulated ín the scope of study for each of the 9 rock carvings and include but not limited
to the following contents:
1.

Present sítuation

•
•
•
•

Context , merits and issues (if any) of the current conservation practice
Physical condition of the rock carvings
Diagnosis of the preservation problems (if any)
Site constraints and environmental settings

2.

Proposed solutìons/improvements (both interim and long-term)

•
•
•
•

Preservation and/or conservation strategy
Requirements for intervention treatment
Follow-up evaluation and documentation work
Resources implications

3. Rìsks (ìf any)

.
•

Identìfication and assessment of the risk factors
Risk management

4. Conservation plan
•
Priority for intervention treatments
•
Detail implementation plans
• Suggestion on timeline for conservation work
5.

Recommendations on specialist supplies

•
•

Sources of specialist materials and/or service suppliers
Recommendations for outsourcing of site management (if necessary)

2. Schedule of Work
repo門s

Prior to 11 January 2010

Examination of background information and technical
provided by the Government of Hong Kong SAR

12 January 2010

Briefing with officials of Antiquitìes and Monuments Office and
Central Conservation Section , Hong Kong Heritage Museum
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12 -17 January 2010

On-site visits to all 9 sites under analysis

14 January 2010

Meeting with Dr. Roderick Sewell and staff , Hong Kong
Geological Services , Civil Engineering and Development
Department

18 January 2010

De-briefing with officials of Antiquities and Monuments Offìce
and Central Conservation Section , Hong Kong Herítage Museum

3. Ac knowledgements
This consultant would like to acknowledge the exemplary assistance of the staff of the Antiquities
and Monuments Office and the Central Conservation Section , Hong Kong Heritage Museum.
These professionals generously provided detailed background information and information on
past conservation efforts. They also expe吋Iy facilìtated the site visits during which they discussed
conservation issues on-site with the consultan t. The staff al50 took the photographs included in
this repo 門. With dedicated professionals such as these in charge of the safeguarding of the rock
carvings of Hong Kong , this valuable pa 門 of Hong Kong's heritage is in well-informed , competent
and caring hands.

4. Persons Consulted
CHAN Sing-w凹， Chief Curator (Conservation) , Central Conservation Section , Hong Kong
Heritage Museum , Leisure and Cul 仙也 1 Service5 Department , Government of Hong Kong SAR
FONG Wai-yin , Karen , Assistance Curator 11 (Conservation) , Central Conservation Section , Hong
Kong Heritage Museum , Leisure and Cultural ServÎces Department , Government of Hong Kong
SAR
FUNG Chun 四 hong ， Assistant Curator 1 (Archaeological Preservation) 3, Antìquities and
Monuments Office , Leisure and Cultural Services Depa 付 me 叫， Government of Hong Kong SAR
LEUNG ST , Eddy , Central Conservation 8ection , Leisure and Cultural Services Depa 付 ment ，
Government of Hong Kong SAR
SEWELL , Roderick J. Head , Hong Kong Geological Services , Civil Engineering and
Development Depa 付 ment， Government of Hong Kong SAR
YEUNG 80 , Evita , Curator (Conservation) 3D , Central Conservation 8ection , Hong Kong
Heritage Museum , Leìsure and Cultural Services Department , Government of Hong Kong SAR

5. Bibliography
Climatic Dafa for PO Toi Rock Carving, AMO , August 2008

Lei WF and Carol Tang , Analysis offhe brown sfain and transfucenf white accrefion af PO Toi
Rock Carving, AMO Analysis Report , March 2008
Lei WF and Carol Tang , Anafysis of the biogrowfh af PO Toi Rock Carving, AMO Analysis Report ,
December 2008
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Meacham , William , Rock Carvings in Hong Kong , Hong Kong 2009

6. Disclaimer
Although many professionals of the Antîquities and Monuments Office and the Central
Conservation Section of the Hong Kong Heritage Museum advised and informed this consultant
and engaged in frank and open discussion and professional debate with him , this consultant
takes full responsibility for the conclusions and recommendations contained in thìs repo 內. Any
mistaken information or mis-informed analysìs are mine and mine alone

內心~月
Rîchard A Engelhardt
15 February 2010
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1. Rock Carving at Big Wave Bay

• Bíg Wave Bay Rock Carving was first repo11ed ín 1970 by a police officer. The
design shows very dynamic geometric and anímal pattel甘 s with a worked surface
measuring 90cm x 180cm.
• Like most other carvings , apart from those at Shek Pik and Wong Chuk Hang, i
is sitllated on a headland embracing the beautiful bay. There is some evidence
that earJy ínhabitants who created these carvings depended on the sea for their
livelihood. The carvings might have been intended to propítiate the power ofthe
sea and to protect its sea-faring population.
3.

Protective Measllres
and Visitor's Facilities

1.

September ] 976: Erection of a wire cage as a temporalγprotective measure.

• October 1980: Replacement of the wire cage by a new cage.
• March 1983: PI叫ection and improvement works which included a concrete
footpath , a new protective cage made with stainless steeJ and tempered glass , a
viewing platfonn in front of the carving , a sUlface channel at the back of the
carv ll1 g.
• 1991: Replacement of the stainless steel cage by a new timber pavilion , makin
good of surface water channel at the back , random rubble paving to the co
platform , repairing and repainting of the metal raíling along the footpath , etc.
• July 1995: Replacement ofthe glass screen ofthe timber pavilion wíth grilJes.
• April 2009: Erection of a new metaJ pl叫ective shelter for the rock carving as the
timber as the old timber pavilíon was destroyed by the typhoon in late Septembe
2008.

4.

Present Condition and I Present ConditÎon
Past Treatment
1. Overall condition ofrock carving was stable.
Past Tl亡 atment ín 2008
• CJeaned with soft bristle brush for removing dust and loose vegetation.
• The surface was cleaned with biodegradabJe and non-ionic surfactant
02econ@9Q) and then rinsed thoroughly with water.

5.

Photo Reference
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Analysis and Recommendations
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BIG WAVE BAY: Analysis and Recommendations

1. Present Situation
1.1 Physical condition of the rock carvings
The rock carving at Big Wave Bay is in stable condition with no evidence of any immediate risk.
There is no evidence of biological growth on the carved rock surface. The black patches which
some have identifíed as eVÎdence of micro-organism contamination a 悶， in fact , mechanical
breeches in the orange-brown weathered cortex of the rock , revealing the black un-weathered
rock beneath ‘ These mechanical breeches are of unceriain date , some may be decades or
centuries old as they appear in early photographs of the carving at Big Wave Bay. The source of
these mechanical breeches is most likely due to percussion from small wind-blown pa 同 icles of
rock.
1.2 Diagnosis of preservation problems
There are fíve possible types of preservation problem which need to be managed at Big Wave
Bay:
o

.

The possibility of the growth of micro-organisms on the rock surface , due to contamination
from plant growth above the rock carving
Damage to the rock surface from wind-born

pa 付 ícles

of rock (erosion).

•

Spalling of the rock face caused by the mechanical action of infîltrated water migratíng
through the rock to the surface of the carving.

•

Staining and defacíng of the carved suriace due to cement leached from the dams above the
carvlng.

•

Vandalism , as this is one of the most easíly accessible of the Hong Kong rock carving.
Although it should be noted that the sîte has not suffered from vandalism in the past

1.3. Site constraints and environmental setting
The rock carving at Bìg Wave Bay Îs easily accessible and thus potentially vulnerable to
vandalism
The accessibility of the site , however , also 0仟ers oppo 吋unities for enhanced visitor interpretation
of this sÎte and its linkages with the other rock carving sites in Hong Kong , thus raising the
awareness and enhancíng the value of the rock carvings as an impo吋ant pa 吋 of Hong Kong's
archaeological heritage
The site is also exposed to wìnd erosion due to its location , although as the carving faces due
south it is not exposed to the prevailing winds which typìcally come into Big Wave Bay from the
eas t.
1.4 Context, merits and issues of the current conservation practice
In 2008 , the suriace was cleaned with a non-ionic surfactant and then rinsed with water. This
treatment appears to have been effective in cleaning the surface of the rock and has had no
7
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negative impact which can be discerned. However , like all treatments , on-site control tests
should be maintained În order to monitor the medium-term impact of any and all treatments.
In common with other rock carving sites , the housekeeping and monitoring protocols can be
improved. As this site is frequently visited , there are cígarette butts , candy wrappers and other
refuse littering the site. This detracts from the value of the site in the public eye.
It should also be noted that while the structure constructed at Big Wave Bay to protect the carving
from both the elements and from potential vandalism is pe斤。 rmíng its first intended function
admirably , the shelter has no effect in protectìng the carving from vandalism as the carving itself
is easily reached by hand through the ba 的 of the shelter ‘ Furthermore the desígn of the shelter
(it has no door) prohibits appropriate maintenance of the site by the staff of AMO. The
consequence is that the site is littered with pieces of concrete from previous
constructions/shel愴的 at the site. These are unsightly and a source of potential contamination.
During the most recent shelter construction , a second concrete dam was placed on top of the
boulder , presumably to prevent water from washing over the surface of the rock. It is evident
however that this dam does not pe 斤。 rm the job intended , but instead traps water behind it and
thus increases the possibility that cement will be leached out and re-deposited on the rock face
below. This concrete dam should be removed

2. Proposed solutionslimprovements
2.1 Preservation and conservation strategy
2.1.1

Interim

•

Improved supervision of site housekeeping and maintenance.

•

Removal of the concrete dam and removal of all other concrete debris from the site

2.1.2

Long-term

c

Monitoring of biological growth on the carving and treatment with Îsothìazolinon or a similar
agent , if required. This should be a part of the routine monitoring protocol for the site , but
should be undertaken only if bìological contamination is verified

e

Modelíng by the Geological and Geo-technical Services of infìltration of water through
fractures in the bedding of the rock onto the surface of the carving , followed by
implementation of the recommended corrective measures

"

Construction of a better-designed shelter and visitor interpretation kiosk at the sìte.

2.2 Requirements for intervention treatment
2.2.1

Interim

1;

Improved supervision of housekeeping and maintenance protocols.

•

Removal of concrete from the site.

2.2.2

Long-term
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The long-term treatment for the Big Wave Bay rock carving is no different than that for the other
rock carvings of Hong Kong. This consists of:
•

Frequent periodic monitoring of the condition of the carving , followìng the establishment of a
baseline monitoring data base using laser scanning.

•

Application of an appropriate biocide ìf contamínation with

•

Construction of new , better-designed shelter to protect the carving and enhance its value as
a public educational resource

•

Geo-technìcal engineering to divert the flow of water through the fractures ìn the rock away
from the carved surface

mic 巾-organisms

is identified

(Ptease refer to Part 11 1. 2 for a thorough discussion of these above points.)
2.3 Follow-up evaluation and documentation work
Required are:

.

Laser scanning of the carving to establish a data baseline from which to monitor subsequent
changes.

•

Perìodic monitoring of bio-growth on the rock surface

•

Geo-technícal study of water infittration.

2.4 Resources implications
2.4.1
•

Interim

As at all sites, investment will be required in taser scanning to create the required monitoring
data base. This should be done as soon as budget resources permi t.

2.4.2

Long-term

•

As at all sites , the geological modeling and application of geo-technìcal engìneering solutions
to the problem of infiltrating water wíll require budgetary allocatíon to be ímplement by
Geological Services.

•

As at other sites , the construction of an improved shelter will requìre a budgetary allocation.

3. Risks

3.1 Jdentification and assessment of the risk factors
•

The only ascertained risk a他ctìng Bíg Wave Bay is the possibílíty of cement leaching onto
the surface of the carving.

•

A possible risk is from mechanícal damage from small wínd-borne rocks hitting the carved
surface and pìtting the cortex of the rock

•

Another possible risk comes from the mechanical actìon of infiltrated water.

9
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3.2 Risk Management
Rìsk management at Big Wave Bay consísts of the same actíons as at all other rock carving sites:

.

Improved housekeeping/maintenance protoco 峙， aimed at both preventíng mechanical
damage to the site , and at the early identification of bio-growth which can then be halted
befo的 it becomes a problem.

•

Periodic monitoring based on a laser scan data base of the condition of the carvÎng ‘

•

Geo-technical engineering solutions to the problem of water infiltration

e

The construction of an appropriately-designed structure to protect the rock carving from wind
erosion , temperature differentíals and the possibílity of vandalism

4. Conservation plan
4.1 Priority for intervention treatments
4.1 .1

Jmmediate 1nterventíons

(i) Removal of the cement contaminating the sìte
Followed by the application of the recommended standard medìum to long-term conservation
protocols applicable to all protected rock carvings in Hong Kong 、 viz. ，
(ii)

Undertake laser scanning of the rock carving to crea1e a baseline for future monitoring

(iiì)

Establish a scheduJe of frequent periodic monítoring , incorporating improved
housekeeping arrangements for site maintenance.

(iv)

Applícation of bíocide if biological contamination is identified

(v)

With assistance from Geological Services , model geo-technical options for preventing the
flow of water through fractures in the rock onto the surface of the carving ‘

(vi)

Undertake the recommended geo-technical engineerîng work.

(vii)

Design and construct a new shelter to protect the carvíng and for the purposes of
enhanced visitor interpretatîon.

4.2 Implementation plans and 4.3 timeline for work
Recommendations (i):

Jmmediate , within the next 1-2 months

Recommendations (i i) , (iiì) and (iv)

Immediate incorporation into the routine work plan of
AMO

Recommendations (v) , (vi) and (vií) :

As soon as can be budgeted for under the normal
budgetary cycie of the Governmen t.

5. Recommendations on specialist supplies
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5.1 Sources of specialist materials and service suppliers
Biocide. There is no call for the application of a biocide at Big Wave Bay until and unless
biological contamination is confirmed. If undertaken , it is recommended that an on-site control
test be established and maintained at this site and at all sítes where a biocide , or any other
chemical treatment , is applied.
Shelter. It is recommended that in the construction of new shelte悶， which are required at all
sites , no concrete is used in any location where there would be any danger of dissolved concrete
coating the rock surface. Nor should untreated iron be used . Consideration should be given to
the use of stainless steel , tempered , shatter-proof glass , wood and stone in the construction of
the new shelters. The final choice of materials is a matter for the architecture specialists to
decide
It is worth nothing that the existing shelter at Big Wave Bay has a sloping wooden roof. This
design and the materials used appear to be very effective in protecting and stabilizíng the
environment of the carving
However , the design of the shelter without a door inhibits proper monitoring and maintenance by
AMO

5.2 Recommendations for outsourcing of site management (if necessary)
•

As at all sites , there is the need for increased supervision of site housekeeping and
maintenance

•

As at the other sites , monitoring arrangements with local community stakeholder interests
should be explored

•

The valuation of this site , like the other rock carving sites , can be enhanced through better
visitor interpretation/education facilities and programmes which should be undertaken ìn
cooperation with Educatíon Depa 內 ment and Country Parks ‘ This will contribuíe to the longterm safeguarding of the site.
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INDIVtDUAL SITE ANAL YSIS

SITE1: ROCK CARVING AT BIG WAVE 8AY

11. 1.4

Photographs

Photo 1: Existing protective shelter; cracks/fissures in rock bedding
Photo 2: Moist surface due to migration of water from within the rock onto the surface of the
carvlng
Photo 3: Problems with existing shelter
Photo 4: Close-up of cement contamination from construction of shelter
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Big Wave Bay
Photo 1: Existing protective shelter; cracks/fissures in rock bedding
Note: Cracks in the bedding of the rock which allow water to migrate through the rock to the
surface of the caving
Note: Prison-like structure of the shelter does not enhance the value of the carvíng as an
important resource
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Big Wave Bay
Photo 2: Moist surface due to migratio l1 of water from within the rock onto the surface of
the carving
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Big Wave 8ay
Photo 3: Problems with existing shelter
Note: Shelter is too close to carving
Note: Concrete from the constructíon of this and/or previous shel 隘的 was contaminated the rock
so near to the carving as to make leaching of cement onto the carving almost ínevitable
Note: Concrete dam above the carvìng is to near the edge of the rock to be effective ìn
preventìng water from seeping down ìnto cracks/fissures in the rock . The dam is also a potential
source of cement contamination.
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Big Wave Bay
Photo 4: Close up of cement contamination from construction of shelter
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SITE 2: ROCK CARVING AT WONG CHUK HANG

11. 2.2
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2.

Rock Carvings at Wong Chuk Hang

History and background
information

3.

刊
P r叫
ot紀
郎叫
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ct
叫tive

1

. Rock Carvings at Wong Chuk Hang are located

beside a st閃am course at Wong
Chuk Hang on Hong Kong Island. Tlu'ee main groups of carved pa甘erns can be
recognised. They consist of meandering and spiral designs suggesting stylised
anìmal eyes. 1t is m05t unusual that they stand at least a kilometre from the sea,
unlìke other rock carvings in Hong Kong, although they still overlook 'a small
expanse of water' , i.e. the stream running below them.

1
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4. Present ConditÎon and
Past Treatment
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works

I Present Conditîon
Overall condition of rock carving wa5 stable

I•

Past Treatment in 2006
• Green mOS$ on the rock carving was removed by soft bristle brush wÎth water.
• The surface was cleaned with biodegradable and non-ionic surfactan1
(Decon@9Q) and then rinsed thoroughly with water.
. Applied aqueous solutîon of isothiazolinon (Remmer BFA) to prevent further
vegetation growth;
. Applied siloxane based hydrophobic agent (Remmer SNL) to act as
water-repelling layer to avoid a1 1' pollutants deposition and pest infestation.
5. Photo Reference
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Analysis and Recommendations
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WONG CHUK HANG: Analysis and Recommendations

1. Present Situation
1.1 Physical condition of the rock carvings
The rock carvings at Wong Chuk Hang are ìn stable condìtion with no evidence of any immedìate
risk. Past identification of the growth of micro-organìsms at the site , appears to have been
brought under control.
There is evidence however of past damage due to spalling of the rock surface. This damage may
be quite old (decades or centurìes)

1.2 Diagnosis of preservation problems
There are three possible types of preservation problem which need to be managed at Wong Chuk
Hang:
•
•

The recurrence of the growth of micro-organisms on the rock surface.
Spalling of the rock face caused by the mechanical action of infiltrated water migrating
the rock to the surface of the carving.

的 rough

•

The potential that the rock carvìngs (especially those lower down) maybe be damaged if hit
by lose rocks brought down the stream during a flash flood ‘

1.3. Site constraints and environmental setting
The Wong Chuk Hang rock carvings are located besíde a stream course , in an isolated location
The isolation of the site , coupled with limited access provided by a gated footpath and viewing
platform across the stream course provide protection for the site from potential vandalism or
maltreatment by visítors.
The stream course is well-shaded whích has the effect of limiting temperature variation during the
day and thus protects the rock from thermal fracturing.
However the wooded environment is also the source of micro-biological contaminatíon , which
therefore must be carefully monitored at this site.
And the stream course ìs the source of potential mechanical damage to the carvings if it should
happen that lose rocks are brought down the stream during a flash flood , hit and damage the
carved surface.

1.4 Context , merits and issues of the current conservation practice
In 2006 , the surface was cleaned , isothíazolinon was applied to prevent biological grow俏， and a
hydrophobic agent was applied to repel wate r.
This treatment appears to have been effective in controlling the biological growth on the surface
of the rock carving , when compared with nearby , untreated rock surfaces.
There is some evidence of recurrence of biological growth which needs to be monítored. The
presence of insects nesting in a crevice of the rock is evidence that biologìcal growth may be
more advanced than was observed by the consultant who vísited the site in the dry season.
7
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The most potentially harmful practice affecting the site is caused by careless housekeeping . The
contractee responsible for maintaining the site , attended to the site just prior to the visit by the
consultan t. Branch overhanging the site were cut and thrown down the rock face to lie at the foot
of the carving. This practice is unsightly , and may scratch the surface of the carvíng
Housekeeping at the site needs to be better supervísed.

2. Proposed solutionslimprovements
2.1 Preservation and conservation strategy
2.1.1

.
•

Interim

Improved supervision of site housekeeping and maintenance.
Inspection of the concrete dam above the site and removal of the dam if there is any
evidence that concrete is leaching down onto the surface of the rock below

2.1.2

long-term

•

Monitoring of biological growth on the carving and treatment with isothiazolinon or a similar
agent , if required. Thís should be a pa 付 of the routine monitoring protocol for the site

•

Modeling by the Geological and

Geo廿echnical

Services of two aspects of the site:

(i)

infiltration of water through fractures in the bedding of the rock onto the surface of the
carvlng;

(ii)

ways to prevent stray rocks brought down by the stream during a flash flood from
hitting the carving.

Followed by implementation of the recommended corrective measures .

2.2 Requirements for intervention treatment
2.2.1

.

Interim

Improved

2.2.2

supe 川 ision

of housekeeping and maintenance protocols.

long-term

The long-:term treatment for the Wong Chuk Hang rock carvings is no different than that for the
other rock carvings of Hong Kong. This consists of:
•

Frequent periodic monitoring of the condition of the carving , followíng the establishment of a
baseline monitoring data base using laser scanning.

•

Applìcation of an appropriate bíocide if contamination with micro-organísms is îdentified.

.

Construction of new , better-designed shelter to protect the carving and enhance its value as
a public educational resource . However , it should be noted that there is no compelling
reason for protection purposes that a shelter needs to be constructed at Wong Chuk Hang.
The rationale for constructíng a shelter at this site would be motivated solely for the purpose
of improved sîte înterpretation. (Please refer to the discussion in Pa 吋 11 1. 2) .
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&

Geo-technical engineering to divert the flow of water through the fractures in the rock away
from the carved surface.

(Please refer to Part 11 1. 2 for a thorough discussion of these above points.)
2.3 Follow-up evaluation and documentation work
Required are:
e

Laser scanning of the carving to establish a data baseline from which to monitor subsequent
changes.

11

Periodic monìtoring of bio-growth on the rock surface.

•

Geo-technical study of water ínfiltration.

2.4 Resources implications
2.4.1
•

Jnterim

As at all sites , ínvestment will be required in laser scanning to create the required monitoring
data base. This should be done as soon as budget resources permi t.

2.4.2

Long-term

•

As at all sites , the geological modeling and application of geo-technical engîneering solutions
to the problem of infiltrating water will require budgetary a"ocation to be implement by
Geological Services.

•

If the decision is taken to construct a shelter or visitor kiosk at the site , this wi" require a
budgetary allocation.

3. Risks
3.1 Identitication and assessment of the risk factors

.

The only ascertained risk affecting Wong Chuk Hang comes from careless housekeeping.

•

A possible risk ís from mechanical damage from rocks hitting the carved suriace brought
down the stream during a flash flood

•

Another possible risk is that the suriace
mechanical action of infiltrated water.

ot the rock may crack and spall due to the

3.2 Risk Management
Risk management at Wong Chuk Hang consists of the same actions as at all other rock carving
sîtes:

.
•

Improved housekeeping/maintenance protocols , aimed at both preventing mechanical
damage to the síte , and at the early identification of bio-growth which can then be halted
before it becomes a problem.
Periodic monitoring based on a laser scan data base of the condítion of the carving
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.

Geo-technìcal engíneering solutions to the problem of water infiltration ‘

4. Conservation plan
4.1 Priority for intervention treatments
Nothing fu 同her is required at Wong Chuk Hang beyond the application of the recommended
standard medìum to long-term conservation protocols applîcable to all protected rock carvings in
Hong Kong , viz.,
(i)

Undertake laser scannìng of the rock carving to create a baseline for future monitoring.

(ìi)

Establish a schedule of frequent periodic monitoring , încorporatîng improved
housekeeping arrangements for site maintenance.

(iîi)

Application of biocide if biologícal contamination is identified

(iv)

With assistance from Geologìcal Services , model geo-technìcal options for preventing the
flow of water through fractures in the rock onto the surface of the carving

(v)

Undertake the recommended geo-technical engineering

(vi)

Desígn and construct a new shelter to protect the carving , with the caveat that a shelter
at Wong Chuk Hang needs to be undertaken only if it ìs desired for the purposes of
enhanced visitor interpretation. There is no compelling need to construct a shelter at
Wong Chuk Hang from the conservation protectíon poìnt of vìew.

wo 巾，

4.2 Implementation plans and 4.3 timeline for work
Recommendations (i) , (ii) and (ii):

Immediate incorporation into the routine work plan of
AMO

Recommendations

(iv) , (v) and (vi):

As soon as can be budgeted for under the normal
budgetary cycle of the Governmen t.

5. Recommendations on specialist supplies
5.1 Sources of specialist materials and service suppliers
Biocide. Considering that isothiazolinon has proven effective in past applicatíons , ìts use can be
continued . However , it is recommended that an on-site control test be establíshed and
maintained at this site and at all sites where a biocíde is applied
Shelter. There is no compelling reason from the poìnt of víew of conservation protection that a
shelter needs to be constructed at Wong Chuk Hang. The justification for a construction on site
would be for enhanced vísitor interpretatìon
It is worth noting that Wong Chuk Hang ís a well-shaded site and like the other well-shaded rock
carvings its condition is better than those carving exposed to wind erosion and extreme
temperature variations during the day. This is a lesson to be learned and incorporated into the
construction of on-site shelters.
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It is recommended that in the construction of new shelters , which are required at all sites , no
concrete is used in any location where there would be any danger 01 dissolved concrete coating
the rock surface. Nor should untreated iron be used. Consideration should be given to the use of
stainless steel , tempered , shatter-proof glas5 , wood and stone in the construction of the new
shelters. The final choice of materials is a matter for the architecture specialists to decide.

5.2 Recommendations for outsourcing of site management (if necessary)
e

As at all sites , there is the need for ìncreased supervision of site housekeeping and
什1aintenance.

8

•

As at the other sites , monitoring arrangements with local community stakeholder interests
should be explored.
The valuation of this site , like the other rock carving sites , can be enhanced through better
visitor interpretation/educatìon facilities and programmes which should be undertaken in
cooperation with Education Depa 付 ment and Country Parks. This will contribute to the longterm safeguarding of the site.
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INDIVIDUAL SITE ANAL YSIS

SITE 2: ROCK CARVING AT WONG CHUK HANG

11.2.4

Photographs

Photo 1 ‘ Refuse from cleaning deposited at foot of carving
Photo 2: Surface cleaned of bio-contamìnatìon
Photo 3: Evidence of insect presence , indicative of fungal contamination
Photo 4: Concrete dam directly above carving
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Wong Chuk Hang
Photo 1: Refuse from cleaning deposited at foot of carving
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Wong Chuk Hang
Photo 2: Surface cleaned of bio-contamination
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Wong Chuk Hang
Photo 3.: Evidence of insect presence , indicatîve of fungal contamination
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Wong Chuk Hang
Photo 4: Concrete dam directly above carving
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3.

Rock lnscrìptîon at J oss House Bay

2. History and background
information

1.
1

The inscription calved 011 the rock is dated as the cy cJ ical year jiaxu of the
Xianchun reign during the Southern Song Dynas1y (i .e. the year 1274) and is the
oJdest dated inscription known in Hong Kong. It records a vísit by a salt
administration 0 仔icer and his friend and gives the histoly of two tempJes at the
no 1'th and south of Fat Tong Mun.

3. Protectíve Measures and 1. 1983: protective measures and improvement works were completed , including
Visitor's FacìJitie
1
front panel made of îron and perspex screen with concrete base , pathways and
staircase, concrete viewîng platform
4. Present Condition and
Past Treatment

I Present Condition.
I •
Overall condÜion ofrock carving was stable.

Past Treatment in 2004
. CJeaned with soft bristle brush for removing dust and loose vegetation .
Past Treatment in 2006
• Cleaned with soft bristle brush for removing dust and loose vegetation.
• The surface was cleaned with biodegradable and non-ionic surfactant
(Qecon@9Q) and then rÎnsed thoroughly with water.
• Applied aqueous solutìon of ísothiazolinon (Remmer BFA) 的 prevent furthel
vegetation growth;
. Applîed siloxane based hydrophobic agent (Remmer SNL) to act a~
water-repeHing layer to avoid air pollutants deposition and pest infestation.
5. Photo Reference
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11. 3.3

Analysis and Recommendations
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JOSS HOUSE BAY: Analysis and Recommendations

1. Present Situation
1.1 Physical condition of the rock carvings
The rock inscription at Joss House Bay is stable condition. Although there is some bio-growth on
the adjacent rock face , there is no evidence of any accelerated or immediate risk to the inscription.
才 .2

Diagnosis of preservation problems

There are three preservation problems which need to be managed at Shek Pik:
•

.
•

Bio-contamination of the surface of the rock by micro-organism5
Long-term 105S of definition of the inscription surface caused by the mechaníèal action of
infiltrated water migrating through the rock to the surface of the carving.
Potentíal vandalism of the site , due to the large number of visitors who pass by the site on the
way to the annual Tin Hau Festival at Tei Tong Tsu i.

1.3. Site constraints and environmental setting
The site of the Joss House Bay inscription is still within its original context above the Tin Hau
temple , the foundation of which presumably predates the ínscription and was (again , presumably)
the object of the vísit to the site by the Southern Song administrator who had the inscription
carved in 1274.
The authenticity of the setting of the inscription is therefore very high.
Its locatìon is also well-protected and shaded a仟Ording the inscription protectîon from the
elements and from daily temperature differentials which may contribute to damaging the
inscription.
The constraint of the location of the inscription is that it is located along the path to the Tin Hau
Temple and at festival times many people pass pay the inscription , without necessarily have an
interest in it or stake in its safeguarding.
1.4 Context , merits and issues of the current conservation practice
In 2006 , the surface was cleaned and a biocide applied (Decon@90). A solution of isothiazolinon
was also applied to control the bio-growth. This appears to have controlled the growth of microorganisms on the sunace of the carving , although some new growth was observed by this
consultan t. The source of the biological contamination is the wooded híll slope behind the rock
carving. This could be better cut back and pruned. Renewed treatment with a biocide is also
called for
During the 2006 intervention a siloxane based hydrophobic agent was also applied to act as a
water repellen t. There is no evidence that this has had any beneficial effect and indeed it is a
treatment of a effect without addressing the underlyìng cause , which is the infiltrated water in the
rock - a problem common to all of the rock carvings and ínscriptions in Hong Kong and due to the
bedding structure of Hong Kong rock. There ís no compelling reason to repeat this treatment and
if it undertaken , must be accompanied by a rìgorous on-site contro l. Rather geologìcal modeling
of the rock should be undertaken with a view to geo-technical intervention to divert the flow of
water through the rock to the surface of the inscríption.
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The main problem contributing to the bio-growth on the rock , however , is the protective screen
installed a few centimeters from the surtace of the inscription. This has created a heat and
humidity trap on the surface of the inscribed rock . Evidence for this is to be found in the
degraded state of the Perspex of which the shelter itself is constructed - it has been attached by
the very same agents affecting the rock surface

2. Proposed solutions/improvements
2.1 Preservation and conservation strategy
2.1.1

Interim

There are three interim actions which need to be taken to improve the condition of the Joss
House Bay inscription:
•

Remove the Perspex screen , to increase the ventilation of the rock surface

•

Clean and re-apply the biocîde to the rock surface ‘

o

Improve the housekeeping and maintenance of the site , which involves pruning back the
surrounding vegetation

2.1.2

Long.term

There are also a number of medium to long-term actions which are recommended:
•

Modelíng by the GeoJogical and Geo-technical Services of infiltratìon of water through
fractures in the bedding of the rock onto the surface of the carving , followed by
implementation of the recommended corrective measures

•

Monitoring of the
test patches.

•

Construction of a better-designed protective shelter and visitor interpretation facilities at the
site.

e仟ects

of the application of biocide to the site , through on-site monitoring

2.2 Requirements for intervention treatment
The long-term treatment for the Joss House Bay rock inscription is no different than that for the
other rock carvîngs of Hong Kong. This consists of:
•

Frequent periodic monitoring of the condition of the carving , following the establishment of a
baseline monitorîng data base using laser scanníng

•

Geo-technical engìneering to divert the flow of water through the fractures in the rock away
from the carved surface

•

Application of an appropriate bìocide if contamînation with micro-organisms is identified.

.

Construction of new , better-designed shelter to protect the carving and enhance its value as
a public educational resource.

(Please refer to Part 111 .2 for a thorough dìscussîon of these above points.)
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2.3 Follow-up evaluation and documentation work
Requìred are:
"

(j

Laser scanning of the carving to establish a data baseline from which to monitor subsequent
changes
Geo-technical study of water Înfiltration .

2.4 Resou t'ces implications
2.4.1
•

Interim

As at all sites , investment will be required ìn laser scannìng to create the requíred monìtoring
data base. This should be done as soon as budget resources permi t.

2.4.2

Long 回term

•

As at all sites , the geological modeling and applícation of geo-technical engineering solutìons
to the problem of ínfiltrating water will require budgetary allocation to be implement by
Geological Services.

e

As at other sìtes , the construction of an ìmproved shelter and a visitor informatíon kíosk will
require a budgetary allocation.

3. Risks
3.1 Identification and assessment of the risk factors
There

are 心vo

ascertained risks to the rock ínscription at Joss House Bay:

e

Contamìnation of the sìte by micro-organisms.

•

Possible vandalism at the site , due to the heavy traffic through the site during the Tin Hau
Festiva l.

3.2 Risk Management
Risk management at joss House Bay
at all other rock carving sites:

consis峙，

in large

pa 吋，

of the same as the actions required

•

Improved housekeeping/maintenance protoco 悟， aìmed at both preventing mechanical
damage to the si 怡， and at the early identification of bio-growth which can then be halted
before it becomes a problem

•

Periodic monitoring based on a laser scan data base of the condition of the inscription.

•

Geo-technical engineering solutions to the problems of water infiltration.

•

The construction of an appropriately-designed structure to protect the inscriptìon from
mechanical damage , erosion , temperature differentíals and the possibility of vandalîsm.
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4. Conservation plan

4.1 Priority for intervention treatments
The priorities for intervention at Joss House Bay are application of the recommended medium to
long-term conseNatíon protocols applicable to all protected rock carvings in Hong Kong , viz. ,
(i)

Undertake laser scanning of the rock inscription to create a baseline for future monitoring .

(ii)

Establish a schedule of frequent periodic monitoring , incorporating improved
housekeeping arrangements for sÎte maintenance.

(iii)

Applicatìon of biocide if biological contamination is identified.

(iv)

Wíth assistance from Geological Services , model geo-technical options for preventing the
flow of water through fractures in the rock onto the surface of the caNing.

(v)

Undertake the recommended geo-technical engineering work.

(vi)

Design and construct a new shelter to protect the carving and for the purposes of
enhanced visitor interpretation.

4.2 Implementation plans and 4.3 timeline for work
Recommendations (í) , (iì) and (iiî):

Immediate incorporation into the routíne work plan of
AMO

Recommendations (iv) , (v) and (vi)

As soon as can be budgeted for under the normal
budgetary cycle of the Governmen t.

5. Recommendations on specialist supplies
5.1 Sources of specÎalist materials and service

supplie 時

Water Repellan t. There is no compelling evidence that the application of a water repellant to the
Joss House Bay inscription has any benefit , considering that the source of the water is from
within the rock itsel f. If it is decided to continue this practice , it should be undertaken only after a
rigorous on-sìte test has proven its e仟icacy.
Biocide. Application of a bioCÎde at Joss House Bay should follow previously successful
protocols , with the caveat that an on-site control test be established and maintained at this site
and at all sites where a biocide , or any other chemÎcal treatmer吭， is applìed. It might be su 仟icient
to apply Decon@90 only without the subsequent application of isothiazolinon ‘
Shelter. It is recommended that in the construction of new shelte悶， which are required at all
sites , no concrete is used in any location where there would be any danger of dissolved concrete
coating the rock surface 、 Nor should untreated iron be used. Consideration should be given to
the use of stainless steel , tempered , shatter-proof glass , wood and stone in the construction of
the new shelters. The final choice of materials is a matter for the architecture specialists to
decìde.
Dam. As at many other rock carving sites , there is a small concrete dam which has been
constructed above the Joss House Bay inscriptíon. This dam should be carefully inspected
during the rainy season and if ìt is not doing its job to divert water from the inscription , it should be
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removed. It should be borne in mind that water flowing over the surface of the inscription is not
harmful; in fact , it washes dust and other contamìnants from the rock surtace. What ìs damaging
is the infiltration of water into the fractures within the structure of the rock wh;ch then percolates
out through the rock and deposits minerals on the surface of the rock , dìsfiguring the inscription.
If the dam above the inscription traps water and thereby encourages the water to seep ínto the
rock fractures , the dam does more harm than good. Another negative effect of a concrete dam
placed above an inscription or carved surface is that it can serve as the source of dissolved
concrete leached onto the surface of the inscription.
5.2 Recommendations for outsourcing of site management (if necessary)
•

As at all sites , there is the need for increased supervision ot site housekeepìng and
maintenance . This ìs pa 吋 icularly so at Joss House Bay during the Tin Hau Festival season.

•

As at the other sites , monitoring arrangements with local community stakeholder interests
should be explored. In the case of the Joss House Bay inscription , the Tin Hau temple
management committee should be interested in the maintenance of this site which is an
integral pa 吋 of the temple's history.

.

The valuatìon of this síte , lìke the other rock carvìng sites , can be enhanced through better
visitor ínterpretatìon/educatìon facílities and programmes which should be undertaken in
cooperation with Education Depa 吋ment and Country Parks. This wìU contribute to the long~
term safeguarding of the site
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11.3.2

Photographs

Photo 1: Protective screen
Photo 2: The interface between the cleaned and uncleaned surface
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Joss House Bay
Photo 1: The protective screen
Note: That the screen makes it very difficult to read the inscription. It also traps condensation
behind the screen , keepíng the suriace of the inscription moìst and warm - an environment
conducive to bio-growth
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Joss House Bay
Photo 1: Interface between cleaned and uncleaned surface
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4.

2.

Rock CarvinQb at Kau Sai Chau

Historya吋 background

1. Kau Sai Chau Rock

infonl1ation

1

Carvi 時 was discovered in 1976. It is located at
north-weste !11 coast of Kau Sai Island where accessibility by land is extremel
poor.

. The design itself is badly weathered , especially on its lower hal f. However,
zoomorphic motif is still visible when examjned closely and careful1y.
worked surface is approximately 2m above the highest water mark , which is a
rather low position compared to simîlar rock carvings.
3. Protective Measures and 1. December 1978: Erection of a wire c砂 as tel叩orary protection
Visitor's Facilitîe
• 1979: Erection of a mO l1 ument plaque.

. September 1986: CO l1 structÎon ofa staînless steel cage , a channel above the
carving, a concrete viewing platform and a monument plaque stand.
4. Present Conditîon and
Past Treatment

5. Photo Reference
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Present Condition.
1. Overa l1 condition of rock carving was stable.
• Prosperous plant growth was found in fro l1 t of pl叫ect cover.
I
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KAU SAI CHAU: Analysis and Recommendations

1. Present Situation
1.1 Physical condition of the rock carvings
The rock carving at Kau Sai Chau is in poor , but stable , condition. The carving cannot be seen
by the naked eye except at sunset with the right conditíons. This is ìts found condition when
dìscovered in 1976. There is no evidence any change since then , nor of any immediate risk.
1.2 Diagnosis of preservation problems
There are four possible preservation problems which need to be managed at Kau Sai Chau:
•

.

The possibility of the growth of micro-organisms on the rock surface , due to contamìnation
from plant growth above the rock carving
Damage to the rock surface from wind and water erosion. The carvìng is located just above
the hìgh tide lìne and thus subject to wave erosion during storms.

•

Spalling of the rock face caused by the mechanical action of infiltrated water migrating
through the rock to the surface of the carving.

•

Damaging to the carving from talling rock , as the rock face above the carved surtace is
unstable.

1.3. Site constraints and environmental setting
The rock carving at Kau Sai Chau is not accessible to the public. There is no footpath and there
ìs no boat landing near the carving. This inaccessibility protects the site from possible vandalism.
However, as mentioned above in section 1.2 , the carving is in a vulnerable location because it is
near to the high tide line which exposes it to wave erosìon and salt contamination . Furthermore ,
the rock face above the carving is unstable and the carving could possibility be damaged by
falling rock
1.4 Context , merits and issues of the current conservation practice
There has been no conservation intervention at the site with the exception of the removal of plant
growth În the immediate vici 川 ty of the carving.
No surface treatment has been carríed out and no is required.
However, stabilization of the rock face above the carving should be considered and/or the carving
protected from falling rock by a roofed shelter.

2. Proposed solutionslimprovements
2.1 Preservation and conservation strategy
e

Monitoring of biological growth on the carving and treatment with isothiazolinon or a sÎmilar
agent , ìf required. This should be a pa 吋 of the routine monitoríng protocol for the site , but
should be undertaken if biological contamination is verifìed.
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•

Stabilization of the rock face above the carving done with the assîstance of Geo-technical
Services.

•

Modeling by the Geologìcal and Geo-technical Services of infiltration of water through
fractures in the bedding of the rock onto the surface of the carving , followed by
implementation of the recommended correctìve measures.

•

Construction of a better-designed shelter and visitor interpretation kiosk at the site.

2.2 Requirements for intervention treatment
The intervention treatment protocol for the Kau Sai Chau rock carving ìs no different than that for
the other rock caNings of Hong Kong. Thìs consists of
•

Frequent periodic monitoring of the condition of the carving , following the establishment of a
baseline monitoring data base using laser scanning.

•

Application of an appropriate biocide if contamination with micro-organisms is identìfied .

41

•

Construction of new, better-designed shelter to protect the carving and enhance its value as
a public educatìonal resource .
Geo-technical engineering to divert the flow of water through the fractures in the rock away
from the caNed surface ‘

(Please refer to Part 11 1. 2 for a thorough discussion of these above points.)
2.3 Follow-up evaluatìon and documentation work
Required are:

.

Laser scanning of the carvìng to establish a data baselíne from which to monitor subsequent
changes.

•

Periodic monitoring of bio-growth on the rock surface

•

Geo-technical study of water infiltration and its effect on slope stability.

2.4 Resources implications
2.4.1
•

As at all sites , ìnvestment will be required in laser scanning to create the required monitoring
data base. This should be done as soon as budget resources permi t.

2.4.2
•

.

Jnterim

Long-term

As at all sites , the geologÎcal modeling and application of geo-technical engineering solutíons
to the problem of infiltrating water wìll require budgetary allocation to be implement by
Geological Services
In addition , at Kau Sai Chau the assistance of Geo-technical Services in stabílizing the slope
above the carving will require budgetary support
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•

As at other sites , the construction of an improved shelter and on-site visitor ìnformation will
的 quìre a budgetary a Jl ocation. It may be considered necessary to construct a hiking trail to
the Kau Sai Chau carvi 呵， which otherwise is ìnaccessible to the public. Country Parks
should be consulted on this matter.

3. Risks
3.1 Identification and assessment of the risk factors
a 仟ecting

•

The only ascertained risk
unstable slope above.

•

As at all sites , another possible risk comes from the mechanical action of Înfiltrated water.

Ð

the Kau Sai Chau rock carvìng is from falling rock from the

A third risk at Kau Sai Chau comes from the poorly designed existîng shelter which does not
protect the carving from any of the ascertained risks to the site , but rather calls attention to
the site in a negative way inviting abuse.

3.2 Risk Management
Risk management at Kau Sai Chau consìsts of the same basic package of actîons as at all other
rock carving sîtes:
e

More frequent sìte visìts and improved housekeeping/maintenance protoco 悟， aimed at both
preventing mechanical damage to the site , and at the early identìfication of bio-growth whìch
can then be halted before it becomes a problem.

•

Periodic monitoring based on a laser scan data base of the condition of the carving.

•

Geo-technical engineering solutions to the problems of water infiltratîon and slope stabi 1i ty.

•

The construction of an appropriately-designed structure to protect the rock carving from wind
erosion , temperature dí仟erentials ， falling rock and the possibilíty of vandalism.

4. Conservation plan
4.1 Priority for interveníion treatments
Applicatîon of the recommended standard medium to long-term conservation protocols applîcable
to all protected rock carvings in Hong Kong , viz. ,
(i)

Undertake laser scanning of the rock carving to create a baselÎne for future monitoring

(ìi)

Establish a schedule of frequent perìodic monitoring , incorporating improved
housekeeping arrangements for site maintenance

(iii)

Applicatîon of biocíde if biological contamination is identified.

(iv)

With assistance from Geological Services , model geo-technîcal options for preventing the
flow of water through fractures în the rock onto the surface of the carvîng , and to insure
slope stability

(v)

Undertake the recommended geo-technical engineering work
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(vi)

Design and construct a new shelter to protect the carvÎng and for the purposes of
enhanced visitor interpretation. If no new shelter is to be constructed at Kau Sai Chau ,
the existing shelter should be removed. (See section 5.1 below.)

4.2 lmplementation plans and

4且 3

timeline for work

Recommendations (i), (ii) and (iii)

Immediate incorporation into the routine work plan of
AMO

Recommendations (iv), (v) and (vi):

As soon as can be budgeted for under the normal
budgeta 吋 cycle of the Governmen t.

5. Recommendations on specialist supplies
5.1 Sources of specialist materials and service suppliers
Biocide. There is no call for the application of a biocide at Big Wave Bay until and unless
biological contamination is confirmed. If undertaken , it is recommended that an on-site control
test be established and maintained at this site and at all sites where a biocìde , or any other
chemical treatment , is applíed.
A simple routine maintenance involving the removal of vegetation from the immediate
the carving should suffice

vici 川 ty

of

SheJter. It is recommended that in the construction of new shelte 悶， which a閃閃 quired at all
sìtes, no concrete is used in any location where there would be any danger of dissolved concrete
coating the rock surface. Nor should untreated iron be used. Consideration should be given to
the use of stainless steel , tempered , sha位前-proof glass , wood and stone in the construction of
the new shelters. The final choice of materials is a matter for the archìtecture specialists to
decide.
It should be noted that the existing shelter at Kau Sai Chau is pa 吋icularly ineffective in protecting
the carvÎng from wave erosion ，他lI en rock or vandalîsm . It only se 川es to "imprison" the carvìng
and thus devalue it - perhaps even inviting abuse to the carving. This shelter should be removed ,
even ìf no other shelter is built
5.2 Recommendations for outsourcing of site management (if necessary)
•

As at all sites , there is the need for increased supervision of site housekeeping and
maintenance

•

As at the other sites , monitoring arrangements with local community stakeholder interests
should be explored. In pa 吋 icular， Country Parks should be encouraged to take an interest in
thís site, as an expansion of its system of walking trails on Kau Sai Chau island

•

The valuation of this site , like the other rock carving sites , can be enhanced through better
visitor interpretation/educatíon facilities and programmes whìch should be under1aken in
cooperation with Education Depa 同ment and Country Parks. This wíll contrìbute to the longterm safeguarding of the site.
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INDIVIDUAL SITE ANAL YSIS

SITE 4: ROCK CARVING AT KAU SAI CHAU

11.4.4
Photo 1:

Photographs
Cli 何 with

loose rocks above the carving

Photo 2: Close of protective structure interface with rock surface
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Kau Sai Chau
Photo 1: Cli何 with loose rocks above the carving
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Kau Sai Chau
Photo 2: Close of protective structure interface with rock surface
Note: Poor construction of the structure damages the rock
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5.

Rock Carving at Lung Ha Wan

1.

2. History and background
Înformation

1

Discovered in 1978 by a group of hikers) the Lung Ha Wan Rock Carvi 時 îs
located 011 a veltical face of a badly weathered boulder facing east.

• The design shows geomeh'Îc pa訂ems ， some may resemble stylised animals
bîrd forms. There is though another school of thought suggesting that it is purely
the work of nature. While this academic discussion still continues , the rock
carving , or pa討el渦， has been protected under the Antiquities & Monuments
Ordínance. This would allow the opp Oliunity for it to be f U1iher studied
3. Protective Measures andl. December 1981: Erection of a protective screen
Visitor's Facilitie
. October 1984: Construction of a new protective glass screen , a monument
plaque , a concrete path and a direction sîgn board.

• May 1990: Construction of a new staínless
railing along the steps ofthe concrete path 且

4. Present Condition and
Past Treahnent

I
I

steel 自'ame ，

directional sÎgnage and

Present Condition.
Overall condition of rock carving was stable.
0

Past Treatment in 2006
。 Cleaned with soft bristle brush for removing dust and loose vegetation.
. Applied si 1i cic acid ethyl ester based stone strengthener (Remmer 300) 的
consolidate the rock carving.
• Applied siloxane based hydrophobîc agent (Remmer SNL) to act as
water四 repe lI ing Iayer to avoid air pollutants deposition and pest infestation.

5. Photo Reference
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LUNG HA WAN: Analysis and Recommendations

1. Present Situation
1.1 Physical condition of the rock carvings
The rock carving at Lung Ha Wan is in poor , but stable condition. It is highly eroded , but this is
the cumulative of centuries of exposure. There is no evidence of any accelerated or immediate
risk to the site.
1.2 Diagnosis of preservation probJems
There are two preservation problems which need to be managed at Lung Ha Wan :
•

.

Damage to the rock surface from wind erosion .
Loss of rock caused by the mechanical action of infiltrated water migrating through the rock to
the surface of the ca 凹的 g.

1.3. Site constraints and environmental setting
The site of Lung Ha Wan is very exposed to wind erosion to the point that it is still a matter of
debate among expe付s whether this is a genuine archaeological artifact , or if what appears to be
carving is only the result of centuries of wind erosion of the nature rock surface , which , like most
of the rocks of Hong Kong is riddled with small bedding fractures and mineral inclusions. These
variations in the structure of the rock result in differential weather , whether or not the surface has
been purposefully carved by humans.
1.4 Context, merits and issues of the current conservation practice
In 2006 , the suriace was cleaned and consolidated with Remmer 300 , a silicic acid ethyl esterbased stone strengthener. Vvhile treatment appears to have done no damage to the carving , its
benefícial effects are also negligible. In treating a cause with a history of many centuries of
graduate progress , it is doubtful that chemical surface intervention can be effective unless it too
can be applied continually over a matter of centuries.
Furthermore , there is the issue of accumulated inert materials in the crevasses in the rock surface
which will most certainly interfere with the ability of the surface to “breathe" that is to say , for
water within the rock (a common problem ìn Hong Kong) to evaporate when ít reaches the
su 自ce of the rock . Water trapped behind an in 叫 barrier will be subject to increased pressure as
the water builds up behind it and as the daily thermal differentials expand and contract the
trapped water , the resultant mechanical action will fracture off small pa 付s of the rock surface ,
contributing to the overall deterioration of the surface.

2. Proposed solutions/improvements
2.1 Preservation and conservation strategy
There is no immediate action which must be taken to protect the Lung Ha Wan rock carving.
There are , however, a number of medium to long-term actions which are recommended:
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•

Modeling by the Geological and Geo-technical Servìces of infiltration of water through
fractures in the bedding of the rock onto the surface of the carving , followed by
implementation of the recommended corrective measures.

•

Monitoring of the effects of the application of Remmer 300 to the surface , through on-site
monitoring test patches.

•

Monitoring of biological growth on the carving and treatment with a bìocide , if required. This
should be a pa 吋 of the routine monitoring protocol for the site , but should be undertaken only
if biological contamination is verified .

•

Construction of a better-designed shelter and visitor interpretation kiosk at the site ‘ The
present protective shelter at Lung Ha Wan is ineffective in protecting the carving from wind
erosion and probably íncreases the velocity of the wind flowing across the carved surface ‘

.

Improvement of the pathway and handrail down to the site , which are not up to prevailing
safety standards.

2.2 RequÎrements for intervention treatment
The long-term treatment for the Lung Ha Wan rock carving is no different than that for the other
rock carvings of Hong Kong. Thís consists of
•

Frequent periodic monítoring of the condition of the carving , following the establishment of a
baseline monitoring data base using laser scanning.

•

Geo-technical engineering to divert the flow of water through the fractures in the rock away
from the carved surface.

•

Application of an appropriate biocide if contamination with micro-organisms is identified.

.

Construction of new , better-designed shelter to protect the carving and enhance its value as
a public educational resource.

(Please refer to Part 11 1. 2 for a thorough discussíon of these above points.)
2.3 Follow-up evaluation and documentation work
Required are:

.
•
fJ

Laser scanning of the carving to establish a data baseline from which to monitor subsequent
changes.
Geo-technical study ot water infiltration
Geological study to determine the authenticity of the presumed carving . The credibility of the
AMO is at stake if it protects as a cultural monument something which is not; conversely if it
does not adequately protect an archaeological relic which is authentic.

2.4 Resources implications
2.4.1
•

Interim

As at all sites , investment will be required in laser scanning to create the required monitoring
data base. This should be done as soon as budget resources permít
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2.4.2

Long.term

•

As at all sites , the geological modelìng and application of geo-technical engineering solutíons
to the problem of infiltratîng water will require budgetary allocation to be ìmplement by
Geological Services.

•

As at other sites , the constructîon of an improved shelter and a visitor information kiosk will
require a budgetary allocation.

e

At Lung Ha Wan , investment is also required for upgrading the pathway down to the síte to
requìred safety standards.

3. Risks
3.1 Identification and assessment of the risk factors
e仟ects

c

The one ascertaíned risk at Lung Ha Wan comes from the long-term
The protective shelter must be redesigned with this in mind.

e

Another possìble rìsk comes from the mechanical action of ínfiltrated water
vulnerability of the carved surface to enhanced effects of erosíon

of wind erosion.

a仟ectíng

the

3.2 Risk Management
Risk management at Lung Ha Wan consists of the same actions as at all other rock carving sites:
ð

Improved housekeeping/maintenance protocols , aimed at both preventing mechanical
damage to the site , and at the early identifícation of bio-growth which can then be halted
before it becomes a problem.

•

Periodic monitoring based on a laser scan data base of the condition of the carving.

•

Geo-technìcal engîneering solutions to the problems of water infiltration.

•

The construction of an appropriately-designed structure to protect the rock carving from wind
erosion , temperature differentìals and the possibility of vandalism.

•

Fu r1hermo 舟， at Lung Ha V\/an , improved visitor access is required for the purposes of public
safety and security.

4. Conservation plan
4.1 Priority for intervention treatments
App 1i cation of the recommended standard medium to long-term conservation protocols applicable
to all protected rock carvings in Hong Kong. viz. ,
(i)

Undertake laser scanning of the rock carving to create a baseline for future monitoring.

(ií)

Establish a schedule of frequent perìodic monitoríng , incorporating improved
housekeeping arrangements for site maintenance.
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(iìì)

Application of biocide if biologícal contamination ìs identìfied

(iv)

With assistance from Geological Servíces , model geo-technical options for preventíng the
flow of water through fractures in the rock onto the surface of the carving.

(v)

Undertake the recommended geo-technical engíneering

(vi)

Design and construct a new shelter to protect the carving and for the purposes of
enhanced visitor interpretatìon. At Lung Ha Wan , attention must be paid to the providing
appropriate , safe public access to the site

wo 巾，

4.2 Implementation plans and 4.3 timeline for work
Recommendations (i) , (ii) and (iii)

Immediate incorporation into the routine work plan of
AMO

Recommendations (iv) , (v) and (vi):

As soon as can be budgeted for under the normal
budgetary cycle of the Governmen t.

5. Recommendations on specialist supplies
5.1 Sources of specialist materials and service suppliers
Consolidan t. The application of a stone strengthener (consolidant) should be discontìnued untìl
such time as controlled on-site experiment demonstrates that it is effective in the long-term . To
continue to apply an unproven chemical treatment to the stone is potentially damaging to the
long-term condition of the carving; at best it is an unproven , and therefore u 叫 ustifiable use of
public resources
Biocide. Application of a bíocide at Lung Ha Wan should be done only if biological contamination
is confirmed. If undertaken , it is recommended that an on-site control test be established and
maintained at this site and at all sites where a biocide , or any other chemical treatment , is applied
SheJter. It is recommended that in the construction of new shelte 陷， which a時間 quired at all
sites , no concrete is used in any location where there would be any danger of dissolved concrete
coating the rock surface. Nor should untreated iron be used. Consideration should be given to
the use of stainless steel , tempered , shatter-proof glass , wood and stone in the construction of
the.new shelters. The final choice of materials is a matter for the archìtecture specíalists to
decide.
It is worth noting that at Lung Ha Wan , the shelter to protect the caNing from wind erosion must
be so designed so as not to increase the wind velocìty across the surface of the carving
5.2 Recommendations for outsourcing of site management (if necessary)
•

As at all sites , there ís the need for increased supervision of site housekeeping and
maintenance. In Lung Ha Wan , this pe 同 ains especially to the public access route to the síte ,
the jurisdìction of which is unclea r.

•

As at the other sites , monitoring arrangements with local community stakeholder interests
的 ould be explor剖. In the case of Lung Ha Wan , Country Parks should be interested in the
maintenance of this site which ís situated along a hiking traì l.

.

The valuation of this site , like the other rock caNing sites , can be enhanced through better
visitor interpretatíon/education facilìties and programmes whîch should be undertaken in
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cooperation with Education Department and Country Parks. This will contribute to the longterm safeguarding of the site
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11. 5.4

Photographs

Photo 1: Protective screen
Photo 2: Close up of results of wind erosion
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Lung Ha Wan

Photo 1: Protective screen
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Lung Ha Wan
Photo 2: Close up of results of wind erosion
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6.

Rock Carving at Tung Lung Island

2. History and background [. This Îs the earliest recorded in-situ rock carving in the territory. There was a1'
infonnation
[ entry in the 1819 Xinan Gazetteer, compiled by Wang Chong Xi , stating that thé
impression depicts the image of a dragon. It is also the largest carving ever founc
in Hong Kong, measuring 1.8m by 204m.
3. Protective Measures and[. March 1983: A pl訓ective shelter with four-panel polycarbonate sheets
VisÎtor's Facilitie
[ protective scree l1 S and metal bars was bUÎI t.

a~

• 1993: A lands 1i p resulted in the cIosure of the footpath from the ferry piel
leading to the carving and a temporary altemative footpath was buil t.
• 1995: A landslip led to the closure of the foo中 ath to the carving and a ne玖
footpath from the ferry pier to the lookout located at the top of the rock carvinf
was buil t.
2005: A new access road from the lookout located at the top of the rock
to the rock carving was completed.

o

4. Present Condition and
Past Treatment

carvin 至

I Present Condition.

1.

Overall condition of rock carving was stable.

Past Treatment in 2006
Cleaned wÎth soft bristle brush for removing dust and loose vegetation.
. The surface was cleaned with biodegradable and non-ionic surfactanl
(Qecon@9Q) and then rÍ nsed thoroughly with water.
。

5. Photo Reference
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TUNG LUNG: Analysis and Recommendations

1. Present Situation
1.1 Physical condition of the rock carvings
The rock carving at Tung Lung is in stable condition wîth no evidence of any ímmedîate risk ‘
In 2006 , the surface with cleaned and treated with a bìocide (Decon@90). This appears to have
been effective in controlling the growth of micro-organisms on the carving

1.2 Diagnosis of preservation problems
There are six possible types of preservation problem which need to be managed at Tung Lung:
~

The stabílity of the rock itself , as it ís undermined by wave action and is at present suppo r1ed
on a concrete plinth. The hill slope behind the carving is unstab 峙， having suffered several
landslîps over the past two decades.

•

The possîbility of the growth of mîcro~organìsms on the rock suriace , due to contamination
from plant growth above the rock carving

8

e

.
e

Damage to the rock surface from wînd erosíon.
Spalling of the rock face caused by the mechanical action of infiltrated water migrating
through the rock to the surface of the carvîng
Deterioration of the supporting concrete plînth. Although this is a long-term issue , failure of
the suppo 吋ing concrete plinth would cause the carving to crack away from the parent rock
and fall into the sea . There 侶 ， however , no immediate danger of thìs happening.
Vandalism , as this is the only site where there perhaps has been some purposeful vandalism
- not to carving itself, but to the protectìve shelter. This incìdent occurred two years ago.

1.3. Site constraints and environmental setting
The site is very exposed to undermînìng wave action , thus the need for a suppo 同ìng concrete
plinth
Furthermore , the carving is located next to a large fracture in the parent rock , filled with a loose
clay matrix. This increases the instability of the slope in the carving .
The carving is exposed to wind erosion facing WNW ìnto the channe l.
1.4 Context J merits and issues of the current conservation practice
In 2006 , the surface was cleaned with a non-ìonìc suriactant and then rinsed with water. Thìs
treatment appears to have been effective in cleaning the surface of the rock and ìn controlling
biological growth. The treatment has had no negative impact which can be discerned. However ,
like all treatmen胎 I on-site control tests should be maintained in order to monitor the medium-term
impact of any and all treatments.
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In common with other rock carving sites , the housekeeping and monitoring protocols can be
improved. Vegetation is growing near and shelter , which is to say , very near to the carving itself
This should be removed.
Common to many other rock carving sites , attempts have been made to control the flow of water
onto the surface of the carving through the construction of concrete dams above the carvings.
Most of these appear to be ineffective. However, the dams at Tung Lung are constructed far
above the carvings and well inland . They do appear to function to limit the amount of water which
is able to infiltrate into the rock behìnd the carvings and percolate out through the fissures in the
rock onto the carved surface.

2. Proposed solutionslimprovements
2.1 Preservation and conservation strategy
2.1 .1

Interim

There are no immedìate emergency actions which need to be taken to safeguard the rock carvíng
at Tung Lung.
2.1.2
There
•

Long-term
a 舟，

however , a number of medium to long-term actions which are recommended :

rv1 0deling by the Geological and Geo-technical Services of s!ope stabi!ity and that of the
concrete plinth , 的lI owed by corrective measures , if any are recommended .

suppo吋 ing

•

Modeling by the Geological and Geo-technical Services of infiltration of water through
fractures in the bedding of the rock onto the surface of the carvìng , followed by
imp!ementation of the recommended corrective measures.

•

Monitoring of biological growth on the carving and treatment wíth a biocide , if required. This
should be a pa 門 of the routine monitoríng protocol for the site , but should be underiaken only
if biological contamination is verified

•

Construction of a better-designed shelter and visitor interpretation kiosk at the site

•

Monitoring of the condition of the concrete

suppo 吋ing

plinth .

2.2 Requirements for intervention treatment
The long-term treatment for the Tung Lung rock carving is no different than that for the other rock
carvings of Hong Kong. This consísts of:
•

Frequent periodic monitoring of the condition of the carving , following the establishment of a
baseline monitoring data base using laser scanning.

•

Geo-technical engineering to divert the flow of water through the fractures in the rock away
from the carved surface , and to ensure slope stabìlity.

•

Application of an appropriate biocide if contamination with micro-organisms is identified

•

Construction of new, better-designed shelter to protect the
a public educational resource.
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and enhance its value as

•

In addition , at Tung Lung , attention must be paid to the condition of the concrete supporting
plinth , which will deteriorate over time and will need to be repaired or replaced 、

(Please refer to Part 111.2 for a thorough discussion of these above points.)
2.3 Follow-up evaluation and documentation work
Required are:
•

Laser scanning of the carving to establish a data baselÎne from which to monitor subsequent
changes.

•

Periodic monitoring of bio-growth on the rock surface.

•

Geo-technical study of water infiltration and slope stabìlity.

•

Condítion assessment of the condition of the

suppo 鬥 ing

concrete plinth

2.4 Resources impJications
2.4.1
e

Interim

As at all sites , investment will be required ìn laser scanning to create the required monitoring
data base. This should be done as soon as budget resources permi t.

2.4.2

Long-term

•

As at all sites , the geological modeling and application of geo-technical engineering solutions
to the problem of infiltrating water and slope stability will require budgetary allocation to be
implement by Geological Services.

•

As at other sites , the construction of an improved shelter will require a budgetary allocation.

3. Risks
3.1 Identification and assessment of the risk factors
•

One ascertained risk at Tung Lung is vandalism. The protective shelter must be redesigned
with this in mind.

•

Another possible risk comes from the mechanical action of infiltrated water affectíng both the
stability of the slope and the vulnerabilíty of the caNed surface to enhanced effects of erosion.

•

A third , longer-term , risk comes from the gradual deterioration of the concrete
plinth.

suppo 同ing

3.2 Risk Management
Risk management at Tung Lung consists of the same actions as at all other rock carving sites:
•

Improved housekeeping/maintenance protocols , aimed at both preventing mechanical
damage to the site , and at the early identification of bio-growth which can then be halted
before it becomes a problem
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•

Periodic monitoring based on a laser scan data base of the condítion of the carving

•

Geo-technical engineering solutions to the problems of water infiltration and slope stability.

•

The construction of an appropriately-designed structure to protect the rock carving from wind
erosion , temperature differentials and the possibility of vandalism.

4. Conservation plan
4.1 Priority for intervention treatments
Application of the recommended standard medium to long-term conservation protocols applicable
to all protected rock carvings in Hong Kong , viz. ,
(i)

Underiake laser scanning of the rock carving to create a baseline for future monitoring

(ii)

Establish a schedule of frequent periodic monítoring , incorporating improved
housekeeping arrangements for site maintenance.

(iii)

Application of biocide if biological contamination is identified.

(iv)

With assistance from Geological Services , model geo-technical options for preventing the
flow of water through fractures ìn the rock onto the surface of the carving and for ensuring
slope stability.

(v)

Undertake the recommended geo-technical engineering work.

(vi)

Design and construct a new shelter to protect the carving and for the purposes of
enhanced vísitor interpretation. At Tung Lung , attention must be paid to the possibility of
vandalism

4.2 Implementation plans and 4.3 timeline for work
Recommendations (i) , (ii) and (i ii):

Immediate incorporation into the routine work plan of
AMO

Recommendations (iv) , (v) and (vi)

As soon as can be budgeted for under the normal
budgetary cycle of the Government

5. Recommendations on specialist supplies
5.1 Sources of specialist materials and service suppliers
Biocide. Application of a biocide at Tung Lung should be done only if biological contamination Îs
confirmed. If undertaken , it is recommended that an on-site control test be established and
maintained at this site and at all sites where a biocide , or any other chemical treatment , is applied .
Shelter. It is recommended that in the constructioh of new shelte悶， which are required at all
sìtes , no concrete is used in any location where there would be any danger of dissolved concrete
coating the rock surface. Nor should untreated iron be used. Consideration should be gìven to
the use of stainJess steel , tempered , shatter-proof glass , wood and stone in the construction of
the new shelters. The final choice of materials is a matter for the architecture specialists to
decide
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It is worth nothing that the new shelter at Tung Lung should be vandal-proof

5.2 Recommendations for outsourcing of site management (if necessary)
•

As at all sítes , there is the need for increased supervision of site housekeepîng and
mainte nance.

o

As at the other sites , monitoring arrangements with local community stakeholder interests
should be explored. ln the case of Tung Lung , Count叩 Parks should be interested in the
maintenance of this site which is situated along a hiking trail

f)

The valuation of this sìte , like the other rock carving sites , can be enhanced through better
visitor interpretation/education facilities and programmes which should be undertaken in
cooperation with Education Department and Country Parks. This will contribute to the longterm safeguarding of the site. As the Tung Lung rock carvìng has been known since its
repo 吋 in the Xinan Gazetteer of 1819 , the interpretatîon of this rock carving may hold the key
to the interpretatìon of the corpus of rock carvings in Hong Kong.
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PART H
INDIVIDUAL SITE ANAL YSIS

SITE 6: ROCK CARVING AT TUNG LUNG ISLAND

11. 6.4

Photographs

Photo 1: Cracks in bedding of the rock through which water migrates to surface , deposits
dissolved mÎneral stain on surface, and creates a moist envìronment conducive to the growth of
mlcro-organlsms
Photo 2: The concrete plinth underpinning the boulder on which the Tung Lung caNing is located
The failure of thís concrete plinth is a long-term rÎsk for the safeguarding of the síte
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Tung Lung
Photo 1: Cracks in bedding of the rock through which water migrates to surface , deposits
dissolved mineral stain on surface , and creates a moist environment conducive to the
growth of micro-organisms
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Tung Lung
Photo 2: The concrete plinth underpinning the boulder on which the Tung Lung carving is
located. The failure of this concrete plinth is a long-term risk for the safeguarding of the
site.
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CONSULTANCY STUDY ON THE PRESERVATION OF ANCIENT ROCK CARVINGS OF
HONG KONG

PARTII
INOIVIDUAL SITE ANAL YSIS

SITE 7: ROCK CARVING AT CHEUNG CHAU

Contents

11.7.1

Map: location and rock composite (provided ,by AMO)

11. 7.2

Daía Sheet (provided by AMO)

11.7.3

Analysis and Recommendations

11. 7.4

Photographs (there are no photographs of Cheung Chau available from the
Consultant's mission , as the photo disk prepared by AMO is blank)
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7.

之

Rock Carvings at Cheung Chau

History and background 1. Cheung Chau Rock Carvings were repo 口 ed by a geologist in 1970 , the same
infomlation
I year when Big Wave Bay Rock Carving was dîscovered. They are sîtuated at the
south-eastern end of the tomboJo fOl ming the island , immediateJy below the
Wa tW Îck Hote I.

. They consist of two groups of similar design with several carved Ii nes
sun ounding small depressions. The second group was not completely exposed
when found and could only be fu l1 y revealed after removal of soî l.
‘

3. Protective Measures and 1. December 1978: Erection of a wire cage as temporary protection

Visitor's Facilitie
. 1983: Const 11l ctioll of cement steps to the Rock Carving.

• September 1986: Construction ofprotectÎve cage with glass.
4. Present Condition and

Past Treatment

5. Photo Reference
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I Present Condition.

1.

Overall condition of rock carving was stable.
• .Stains of microbiological growth were found on the surface.

PART 11
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SITE 7: ROCK CARVING AT CHEUNG CHAU

11. 7 且 3

Analysis and Recommendations
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CHEUNG CHAU: Analysis and Recommendations

1. Present Situation
1.1 Physical condition of the rock carvings
Of all the rock carvings examined by thìs consultant only the Cheung Chau rock carving showed
evidence of on-going and accelerating deterioration . Decompositíon of the rock is evidenced by
quantities of rock dust at the base of the upper-most carving. This deterioration is probably due
to the presence of active micro-organism growth ，剖 though this must be confirmed by a specialist
botanis t.
This is a condition of urgency , which must be addressed and corrected immediately .

1.2 Diagnosis of preservation problems
The growth of micro-organism on the Cheung Chau carving (if confirmed) can be attributed to two
linked factors:
(i)

Addition of water to the rock immediately above the carvÎng , caused by frequent watering
by hotel staff of flowers planted in a small bed on the top of the rock directly above the
carving . This daily watering introduces a constant supply of water into the parent boulder
Because of the fractures in the natural bedding of the stone , this water percolates out
onto the surface of the carving providing a moist envìronment conducive to the growth of
micro-organisms. The water also carrìes dissolved nutrients from the soil above (and
perhaps even added fertilize 陀， although the consultant could not check if this were or
were not the case.) These dissolved nutrients feed the micro-organisms growth.

(ii)

The problem ìs most sever on the upper-most carving because the water which reaches
the surface of the rock cannot readily evaporate due to the fact that the shape of the
boulder shelters the carved surface from prevailing breezes. Furthermore - and most
importantly -- the glass roof of the shelter is very near the affected carved surface ,
focusing sunlight on the area and creating a heat and humidity trap. The microenvironment so created is conducìve to the growth of micro-organisms by ensuring that
the relative humidity remains above 64% -- the threshold for the optimum growth of
mrcro-organrsms.

1.3. Site constraints and environmental setting
The Cheung Chau rock carving is unique among the Hong Kong rock carvings as it is located on
privately-held land. Although the owners of the land cannot be identified having been deceased
without heirs , it is nonetheless necessary for the staff of the AMO to seek and receive the
permissìon of the Chief Executive each time they wìsh to do conservation work at the site. As a
consequence of this cumbersome admínìstrative requirement , the site does not receive
conservation attentìon wìth the same regularity as other sites. This relative neglect has resulted
in the poor condition of the carving.
1.4 Context , merits and issues of the current conservation practice
Because of the situation explained in 1.3 above , there is no history of conservation treatment for
the Cheung Chau rock carving .
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Furthermore , the protective glass shelter which dates from 1986 , while more attractive than many
other shelters constructed at other rock carving sites , is a major contributor to the on-going
deterioration of the carving because of the micro-environment created by thís shelter whicll
encourages the growth of micro-organisms.

2. Proposed solutions/improvements
2.1 Preservation and conservation strategy
2.1.1

Interim

•

Permission should be sought from the Chief Executìve for AMO to undertake the necessary
emergency diagnosis and conservation treatmen t.

。

Dialogue should be engaged with the owners of the hotel with the aím to stop the practìce of
watering the flower bed above the rock carving and to remove the flowers and soi!. As this
affects only three small plants in an area not visible to the hot剖 's clîentele , this should no be
a di何icult objective to achieve.

2.1.2

Long-term

•

A standing executive order should be sought from the Chìef Executive giving AMO
unconditional access to the Cheung Chau carving and permission to undertake the
conservation work it deems necessa 旬， whenever necessary, without having to seek a
separate permìssìon for each work .

。

The protective shelter should be re-built to a design which does not create microenvironments inapproprìate for the conservation and preservation requirerγlents of the carving
(Please refer to Pa 吋 111.2.1 for a more thorough discussion of the need for and design of new
shelters at all rock carving sites.)

2.2 Requirements for intervention treatment
2.2.1
Ð

4D

e

41

Interim

Watering of the flower bed above the rock carving should stop.
The glass panel above the affected rock carving should be removed to allow for better
ventilation of the rock surface.
A sample of the micro-organism should be taken and analyzed by
advice as to the appropriate fungicide should be sough t.

expe 此 botanísts.

Their

The affected suriace should be mechanically cleaned with a soft brush and ph-neutral water ,
removing the rock dust and any the micro-botanical remains that come away easily.

~

The surface should be treated with an appropriate fungicide , at the approprîate time in the
life-cycle of the micro-organism , as recommended by the expert botanists

e

Follow-up cleaning and , if there is still evidence ot continued growth of the micro.organìsm ,
repeated treatment wìth the fungicide should take place until the micro-organism affecting the
rock carving is killed.

2.2.2

Long~term
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The long-term treatment for the Cheung Chau rock carving is no different than that for the other
rock carvings of Hong Kong ‘ This consists of:
•

Frequent periodîc monîtoríng of the condition of the carving , followíng the establìshment of a
baseline monitoríng data base usìng laser scanning

•

Applícation of an appropriate biocide if contamination with micro-organisms is identified.

e

Construction of new , better-designed shelter to protect the carving and enhance its value as
a public educational resource.

•

Geo-technical engineering to divert the flow of water through the fractures in the rock away
from the carved su riace

(Please refer to Part 11 1. 2 for a thorough discussion of these above points.)

2.3 Follow-up evaluation and documentation work
As explained above in section 2.2 , required are:
•

Frequent períodic monítoring of the condìtion of the carving at Cheung Chau. This should be
done on a monthly basis , until it can be confirmed that the micro-organism affecting the
carving has been killed and the deterioration halted. After that , monitoring of the Cheung
Chau caving can enter into the regular schedule of site monitoring by AMO staft which would
ideally be twice a year.

•

Laser scanning of the carving to establísh a data baseline from which to monítor subsequent
changes.

2.4 Resources implications
2.4.1
Ð

Interim

As at all sites , investment wíll be required in laser scanning to create the required monitoring
data base. This should be done as soon as budget resources permi t.

2.4.2

Long-term

•

As at all sites , investment will be required in the design and construction of a new , improved
shelter.

•

As at all sites , the geological modeling and application of geo-technical engineering solutions
to the problem of infiltrating water will require budgetary allocation to be implement by
Geological Services.

•

Because of the uncertain ownership issues of the Cheung Chau rock caving , it may
eventually be necessary for the Government to acquire this land ìn order to ensure that
adequate long-term protection is afforded the carving

3. Risks
3.1 Identification and assessment of the risk factors
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The risks affecting the Cheung Chau rock carvíng are described above in section 1.2. 80th of the
risks are attributable to human agency and can be removed by
CI

Stopping the watering of the flower beds above the

e

Improving the desígn of the shelter.

ca 川 Ing.

3.2 Risk Management
It ís worth noting that only the Cheung Chau rock carving is in immediate danger. This ìs
probably due to the anomalous management sìtuation of the carvìng , whereby AMO is not the
custodìan of the site . To remove this risk and provide long-term protection for the Cheung Chau
rock caving , the site should be brought under direct AMO management, as are all the other
protected rock carving sites in Hong Kong.

4. Conservation plan
4.1 Prio l' ity for intervention treatments
4.1.1

The induced , rapid decompositìon of the upper rock carving must be halted immediately
Required are the followìng steps:

(i)

Negotiate with the hotel to stop watering and to remove the 2-3 flowers planted
directly above the carving. This daily addition of water , which carries nutrients from
the soil above and may well carry chemícals from fertilizers applied to the flowe 悶，
assures that the conditions for the growth of micro-organisms ìs maintained .

(ii)

Remove the glass roof panel from immediately above the carving , ìn order to
elìminate the existing thermal heat and humìdity trap. This should be done
immediate 句， before any new structure ís designed , budgeted and buÎlt which may
take some time.

(ìii)

Collect the samples of the micro-organism and have them analyzed as to
genus/species.

(iv)

In consultation with the specialist botanist , apply an appropriate fungicide to kill the
micro-organism , at the appropriate place in its fruiting cycle

(v)

Clean the dead micro-organisms and any rock dust from the carving.

4.1.2
After the condition of the carving is stabilized , its conseNation can be incorporated into
the recommended routine strategy of the AMO , applicable to all protected rock carvings in Hong
Kong , viz. ,
(vi)

Undertake laser scanning of the rock carvíng to create a baseline for future
monitoring ‘

(vii)

Establish a schedule of frequent periodìc monitoring , incorporating improved
housekeeping arrangements for site maintenance.

(viií)

With assistance from Geological Services , model geo-technical optìons for preventing
the flow of water through fractures ín the rock onto the surface of the carving .

(ix)

Undertake the recommended geo-technical engineering work
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(x)

Design and construct a new shelter to protect the

ca 川旬，

4.2 Impleme l1 tation plans and 4.3 timeline for work
Recommendations (i) and (ii):

Immediate action , within the next 1-2 months .

Recommendations (iií) , (iv) and (v):

Within the next 2-4 months.

Recommendations (vi) and (vii):

Within the next 6-12 months.

Recommendations (viii) , (ix) and (x):

Within the next budgetary cycle of the Governmen t.

5. Recommendations on specialist supplies

5.1 Sources of specialist materials and service suppliers
Fungicide. Because the active growth of micro-organísms is a problem only at Cheung Chau
and because it may be exacerbated by the introduction of artificial fertìlizers from the hotel's
flower bed , the precise type of micro-organism should be identified by expe 吋 bota 川 sts and a
specific fungicide applied at the approprìate time in the fruiting cycle . This will result in longerlasting results and minimize the need for frequent re-applications.
Shelter. It is recommended that in the construction of new shelters , which are required at all
sites , no concrete is used in any location where there would be any danger of dissolved concrete
coating the rock surface. Nor should untreated iron be used. Consìderatîon should be given to
the use of stainless steel , tempered , shatter-proof glass , wood and stone in the construction of
the new shelters. The final choice of materials is a matter for the architecture specialists to
decide
It is however worth to note that the existing shelter at Cheung Chau with its glass roof has proven
very problematic and is a major factor negatively a仟ecting the state of conservation of the carving
there . Glass roofs should be avoided in the design of the new shelters ‘
5.2 Recommendations for outsourcing of site management (if necessary)
Changes in the administrative management of the Cheung Chau rock carving site are required.

.
•

The carving needs to be brought under direct AMO conservation management , as explained
above in section 1.3.
The management of the nearby hotel must be engaged and instructed not to endanger the
carving through the watering of its flower beds.
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Data Sheet

8.

Rock Carvings at PO Toi Island

I. Date ofDeclaration
1. 27 ApriI 1979
2. His(oJγand background [. There had long been a local legend among 出 e fisherfol k of the existence of
Înformation
[ several rock carvings 011 PO Toi Island. Finally, groups of carvings were found at
the southem part of PO Toi in the 1960's. They are of differeot motifs and
separated by a rock fracture 70cm wide. One group 00 the left consists of lines
resembling stylized animal and fish pa位ems ， whi1e the other 00 the right îs
composed of spîrals in an inter-Iocking arrangemen t.
3. ProtectÍve 1、1easures
Visitor's Facilítie

al叫.

November 1977: Erection ofwire cages for temporary protection

• 1984: lnstallation of protective cages made of metal frame and laminated
unbreakable glass screen.
. August 2002: Improvement works for the footpath (Reconstructio l1 of stairs and
repJacement ofraiJîng near the rock carvîng.
. January 2009: Repair of the protective sheJter (I eft) being damaged by the
typhoon in late September 2008. Replacement of the protective shelter (light)
being destroyed by the typhoon by a set ofraîlîngs surrounding the rock carving.
4. Present Condition and
Past Treatment

IPresent Condîtion.
Qverall condition of rcok calvings were stable.
• The right carvíng was guarded by railing.
• The left carving was protec臼d by Perspex sheet.

1

•

Past Treatment în 2004
• Cleaned with soft brîstle brush for removing dust and Joose vegetation.
• The surface was cJeaned with biodegradable and non-ionic surfactant
(12econ@9Q) and then rinsed thoroughly with water.
Past Treatment in 2007
• Cleaned with so缸 brist1e brush for removîng dust and Ioose vegetation.
• The surface was c1 eaned with biodegradable and non-ionic surfactant
(12econ@9Q) and then rinsed thoroughly with water.
Applied aqueous solution of isothiazolinon (Remmer BFA) to prevent fllliher
vegetation growth;
• Applîed siloxane based hydrophobic agent (Remmer SNL) to act as
water-repelling layer to avoid air pollutants deposition and pest infestation.
Past Treatment in 2008
• Applied dilute acetic acid to dissolve the cement stainîng.
• Cleaned with soft brist1e b11Jsh for removing dissolved cement staining.
• The surface was cleaned with biodegradable and non-ionic surfactant
(12econ@9Q) and then rinsed thoroughJy with water.
• fn view of the consultancy study ahead , the siloxane based coating was not
applied , though it might has been washed away by the treatment this time.
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Analysis and Recommendations

PO TOI: Analysis and Recommendations

1. Present Situation
1.1 Physical condition of the I'ock carvings
The rock carvings at PO To i demand the second most urgent attention , after those at
Cheung Chau .
The urgency at PO To; does not arise from any on-going or accelerating process of decomposition ,
or because of any new and immediate threat to the site , rather the urgency to act ís compelled
because of the failure of the interventions in site management , which now expose the PO Toi
carvings to more severe damage in the immedíate future. The two management ínterventions
which have failed are:
•

The protective shelters have been destroyed and/or compromised during a recent typhoon.

•

One of the concrete dams above the carvings ís not serving the purpose of diverting water
from the carving , but rather ìs trapping wat缸， allowing it to infiltrate into the fractures in the
rock behind the carving. There ìs also evidence of cement leaching from the dam onto the
surface of the rock.

Correction , or at least interim
next typhoon season

arrangemen 旭、 to

address these two issues are required before the

1.2 Diagnosis of preservation problems
Although there is need for urgent remedial action at PO T訓， It needs to be stressed that the
preservation problems at Po Toi are not different in character than at any of the other rock
carvings sites . Nor is it clear that the preservation problems are more severe at PO Toi than at
some of the other sites. The problems at Po Toi have been more thoroughly analyzed by AMO
and are therefore better understood than at the other sites. Thus there is a more compelling
argument for intervention.
There are six preservation problems which need to be managed at PO Toi:
e

The growth of micro-organisms on the rock surface , due to contamination from plant growth
above the rock carving , which is exacerbated by the fact that the sutiace of the right-hand
carving (when viewed facing the carvings) is continually moistened by water seepíng out onto
the sutiace of the rock from internal fractures within the rock

e

Destabilization and possible spalling of the rock face caused by the mechanical action of
ìnfiltrated water migrating through the rock to the surface of the carving.

IJ

Mineral staining of the rock face due to dissolved minerals brought to the surface from within
the rock , by the process described above.

•

Staining and defacing of the carved surface due to cement leached from the dams above the
carvmg.

e

Damage to the rock surface from wind erosion.

e

Possible vandalism
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It should be noted that the first four of the above problems are linked and due to the same
geological processes
1.3. Site constraints and environmental setting
The rock carvings at PO Toi are relatively easily accessible to the public along a well maintained
footpath . The viewìng platform in front of the carvings 泊， however , very narrow (due to the fact
that the carvings are on a c Jj ff face above the sea) . This is a potential problem as it brings the
visit in very close contact with the carvings.
As noted above , the PO Toi carvings are on a cliff face with the sea directly below , located near
the mouth of the PO Toi harbou r. They are thus exposed to wind erosion , which is exacerbated
by the fact that the wind is heavily laden with sal t. The carvings are also exposed to direct
sunlight and this means that the daily temperature differentials on the face of the rock are
considerable.
PO Toi harbour his today a well-known typhoon shelter along the South China Sea coast , and no
doubt has so served since the time the carvings were made. This is an indication of the severity
of the exposure of the harbour mouth to storms , and is an indication that wind/water erosion of
the carvings is an issue to be monitored .
1.4 Context) merits and issues of the current conservation practice
There have been various interventions made on the Poi Toi carvings in the past , pa門ìcularly in
the years 2004-2008 when public attention to the condition of the PO Toi carvings prompted the
AMO to respond .
Control of Bio-growth. Li ke other rock carvings sites in Hong Kong , the surface of the carvings
has been cleaned with a non-ionic surfactant and then rinsed with water , after which the biocide
isothiazolinon has been applied. This standard treatment appears to have been largely effective
(but not completely) in controlling the growth of micro-organisms on the rock surface. The
treatment has proven only pa 吋 ially successful on those rock surfaces which are maintained
continually moist due to the seepage of water from within the fractures of the rock. A control test
patch has been set up on site at PO Toi (whîch is an excellent practice which should be repeated
at all sites where chemìcal treatment has been applied or is considered.) This test indicates that
unless the surface of the rock is kept dry , the effectiveness of chemical treatment in controlling
the growth of mìcro-organisms is limited to a single fruiting cycle of the micro-organism and must ,
therefore be repeated annually. This has implications for site maintenance protocols. It also
argues for the need to solve the underlying problem , which is that of the migration of internallytrapped water through the rock to the surface of the carvings , if the carvings are to be prese 川ed
for the really long-term (i. e. hundreds of years more).
Application of Water Repellan t. In 2006 a siloxane-based hydrophobìc agent was applied .
There is no evidence that this has had any long-term benef;cial effect. There is also no evidence
that ;t has had any harmful e仟éct. The agent îs most likely quickly washed 0仟 the surface of the
rock by rain. The treatment was not repeated in 2008. If it is foreseen to repeat this treatment in
the future , a rigorous on-site control text needs to be undertaken to demonstrate that it is , indeed ,
effective. The issue is that the infíltrated water damage is affecting the entire face of the rock , not
just the carvings themselves. If consolidation of the surface is justified , then it is the entire rock
face that needs to be consolìdated , not just the small surface of the carvings. It is observable the
past cracking and spalling of the rock surface has affected areas beyond the carved surfaces
The carvings have been incidentally affected. Although this damage is likely to be decades or
even centuries old , it is an indicatíon that surface treatment of the carvings themselves will be
ineffective in the long run and that the solution to the problem will be the diversion of the trapped
water so that it flows away from the carved surfaces and exits elsewhere.
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Protective Shelters. In order to address the possible damage from wìnd erosion , protective
shelters have been buil t. These shelters have faìled and so obviously were deficient in design.
They also may have created heat and humidity traps exacerbating the problems on the surtace of
the carvings. It needs to be remembered that the carvings have reached equilibrium with the
environment over the centuries and their weathered co 吋ex is the best protection against further
damage. Any disruption to this equilibrium -- such as may be caused by a poorly-designed
shelter , case , or screen - will result in accelerated deterioration of the surtace of the rock until a
renewed equilibrium to the new environment is established
Housekeeping/Maintenance. 1n common with other rock carving sites , the housekeeping and
monitoring protocols at PO Toi can be improved. There is considerable grovvth of vegetation and
soil accumulation directly above the carvings which is a source of bio-contamination. This should
be cleared.

2. Proposed solutionslimprovements

2.1 Preservation and conservation strategy
2.1.1

Interim

•

Remove or repair concrete dams that do not function properly.

G

Clean vegetation and soil from above the carvings.

2. 句 .2

e

6'

o

Control test for the effectiveness of the application of water-repellants and surtace
consolidants
Modeling by the Geological and Geo-technical Services of infìltration of water through
fractures in the bedding of the rock onto the surface of the carving , followed by
implementation of the recommended corrective measures. The PO Toi modeling exercíse
should serve as the pilot for the methodology to be followed at all rock carving sites in Hong
Kong
Replace the damaged wind shelters with a new , better-designed shelter and visitor
interpretation facilìties.

2.1.3
c

Medium-term

Long-term

E)dend the visitors' platform to provide greater separatíon of visitors from the carvings. This
may best be unde r1 aken with the re-design of the shelter and recommended above.

2.2 Requirements for intervention treatment

2.2.3

Interim

o

Improved supervision of housekeeping and maintenance protocols , including removal of
vegetation and soi l.

e

Removal of ineffectíve concrete dam(s)

e

Repeat treatment to kill micro-organisms growing on surface of the carving , and on adjacent
rock surfaces.
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Long~term

2.2.4

The long-term treatment for the PO Toì rock carvings ìs no different than that for the other rock
carvÎngs of Hong Kong. This consists of
•

Frequent periodic monitoring of the condition of the carvÎng , following the establishment of a
baseline monitoring data base using laser scanning.

•

Applìcation of an appropriate biocide if contaminatíon with micro-organisms Îs ídentified.

.
•

Construction of new , better-designed shelter to protect the carving and enhance its value as
a pub!ic educational resource.
Geo-technical engineering to divert the flow of water through the fractures in the rock away
from the carved surface

(Please refer to Part 11 1. 2 for a thorough discussion of these above points.)
Followwup evaluation and documentation work

2.3

Required are:

.

Laser scanning of the carvìng to establish a data baseline from whîch to monîtor subsequent
changes.

•

Periodic monitoring of bio-growth on the rock surface.

•

Geo-technical study of water infiltration.

2.4 Resources implications
2.4.3
•

Interim

As at all sites , investment will be required in laser scanning to create the required monitoring
data base. This should be done as soon as budget resources permit

2.4.4

Long-term

•

As at all sites , the geological modeling and application of geo-technical engíneering solutìons
to the problem of infiltrating water will require budgetary allocatìon to be implement by
Geologícal Services.

•

As at other sites , the construction of an improved shelter will require a budgetary allocation
At PO Toi the visito 陀， platform ín front of the site should be extended or redesigned to provide
better separation of the visitor from the carving . Perhaps the desígn could be that of a
walkway , gallery or viewing pla 行orm akin to what exists now at Wong Chuk Hang.

3. Risks

3.1 Identification and assessment of the risk factors
•

The major risk to the Poì Toi rock carvìngs comes from the mechanìcal action of ìnfiltrated
water , as explained above.
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3.2 Risk Management
Risk management at PO Toi consists of the same actions as at all other rock carvîng sítes:
•

Improved housekeepîng/maintenance protocols , aimed at both preventíng mechanical
damage to the site , and at the early identification of bio-growth which can then be halted
before it becomes a problem

•

Periodic monitoring based on a laser scan data base of the condition of the ca 川 ing.

•

Geo ‘ technical engineering solutions to the problem of water înfiltratíon

.

The constructíon of an appropriately-designed structure to protect the rock carvìng from wind
erosion , temperature differentials and the possibility of vandalism

4. Conservation plan
4.1 Priority for intervention treatments
site ，的 moving

(i)

Improved housekeeping and maintenance of the
the carvings.

vegetation and soil above

(ií)

Removal or repair of cement dams which hold , rather than divert , water above the rock
carvmgs

(Î ii)

Repeat the protocol for killing micro-organism growth on the rock surface where this has
been identified

(iv)

Replace the destroyed shelter with a better-designed shelter. Perhaps it will be
necessary to provide for an interím solution consisting of a roof and wire cage , until a new
permanent shelter can be designed , funded and buil t.

Followed by the applicatîon of the recommended standard medium to long-term conservation
protocols applicable to all protected rock caNíngs in Hong Kong , víz. ,
(v)

Undertake laser scanning of the rock carving to create a baseline for future monìtoring . If
this has already been done at PO Toi , it should be repeated in order to have a
comparable data base wìth all other caNings.

(vi)

Establish a schedule of frequent periodic monitoring , incorporating ìmproved
housekeeping arrangements for site maintenance

(vii)

Application of biocide when biologìcal contamination is identified.

(viii)

Control test on-site for the application of water-repellants and surtace consolidants

(ix)

With assistance from Geological Services , model geo-technìcal options for preventíng the
flow of water through fractures in the rock onto the surface of the carving.

(x)

Undertake the recommended geo-technical engineering work.

(xí)

Desígn and construct an improved shelter and visitor facilities incorporating an extension
to the visito 悶， platform to protect the carving and for the purposes of enhanced visitor
interpretation.
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4.2 Implementation plans and 4.3 timeline for work
Recommendations (i) , (ii) , and (ìii) :

Immediate , wìthin the next 2-4 months

Recommendations (iv):

If budgetary provision allows , within this budget year

Recommendations (v) , (vi). (vii) , (viii):

Immediate incorporation into the regular annual site
monitoring and maìntenance protocols of the AMO

Recommendations (ix) , (x) and (xi) :

As soon as can be budgeted for under the normal
budgetary cycle of the Governmen t.

5. Recommendations on specialist supplies
5.1 Sources of specialist materials and service suppliers
Biocides and other chemical surface treatments . AII chemical treatments applied at PO Toi
and at all other sites , should first be proven effective and non-harmful through the establishment
on on-site control tests. As all rocks are dìfferent and as the conditions at all sites vary , it is
necessary to establish control tests at all sites with regard to all chemical applications. This is an
essential feature of responsible site conservation management
Shelter. It is recommended that in the construction of new shelters , which are required at all
sites , no concrete is used ìn any location where there would be any danger of dissolved concrete
coating the rock surface. Nor should untreated iron be used. Consideration should be given to
the use of stainless steel , tempered , shatter-proof glass , wood and stone in the construction of
the new shelters. The fínal choice of materials is a matter for the architecture specialists to
decide
It is worth noting that the previous shelters provided at PO Toi proved entirely inadequate. New
better ventilated shelters are required , with slopìng , opaque roofs. It will probably prove
desirable to redesign the visitors' platform as well to provide a physical separation of visìtors from
the carvings
larg 缸，

5.2 Recommendations for outsourcing of site management (if necessary)
•

As at all sites , there is the need for ìncreased supervìsion of site housekeeping and
maìntenance

•

As at the other sites 、
should be explored.

•

The geological and geo-technical modeling which is requìred at PO Toi should be undertaken
ín cooperation with the Geological Services of the Governmen t.

•

The valuation of this site , like the other rock carvìng sítes , can be enhanced through better
visìtor interpretation/education facìlìties and programmes which should be unde r1 aken in
cooperation with Educatíon Department and Country Parks. This will contribute to the longterm safeguarding of the site.
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monitoring

arrangements with local community stakeholder interests

PART 11
INDIVIDUAL SITE ANAL YSIS

SITE 8: PO TOI

11. 8.4

Photographs

Photo 1: Rock bedding showing cracks through which infiltrated water migrates to surface of
carvlngs
Photo 2: Spalling (cracking 0的 of carved surface , due to action of ìnfiltrated water
Photo 3: Concrete dam above carvings
Photo 4: Concrete dam acting to trap water on top of rock which promotes the ínfiltration of
surface water into the crack in the rock
Photo 5: Protective shelter
Photo 6: Walkway brings vísitors too close to the carvings
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PO TOI
Photo 1: Rock bedding showing cracks through which infiltrated water migrates to
surface of carvings
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PO TOI
Photo 2: Spalling (cracking 0的 of carved surface , due to action of infîltrated water
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POTOI
Photo 3: Concrete dam above carvings
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POTOI
Photo 4: Concrete dam acting to trap water on top of rock which promotes the infiltration
of surface water into the crack in the rock
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PO TOI
Photo 5: Protective shelter
Note: Shelter creates a heat and humìdity trap encouraging the growth of micro-organisms
Note: Shelter does not protect from wind , as she!ter has been damaged by typhoons
Note: Shelter detracts from the visîtor experience of the site
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POTOI
Photo 6: Walkway brings visitors too close to the carvings
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Data Sheet

9.

Rock Carving at Shek Pik

2. History and background]. Rock ca川 ngs from the neolithîc age were found by Chen Kung-chiek in Shek
I Pik in 1939.
înfonnation
• Most of the ancient rock carvings in the territory overlook the sea , but Shek Pìk
Rock Carving is about 300m f1 om the coastline. However, it is believed that in
the past , the sea inlet might have extended up to this poìn t.
‘

• The design shows geometric pa廿erns composed of spiral squares and circles
which closely resemble those on Bronze Age artefacts. 1t is thus quite safe to
deduce that they were carved by early inhabitants ofthis 剖‘ea in the local Bronze
Age some 3,000 years ago.
3. Protective Measures and]. Decem ber 1978: Erection of a wire cage for temporary protection.
VisÎtor 冶 Facil itie
• July 1985: Erectìon of a stainless steel protective cage with polycarbonate sheets
and a monument plaque.
• Early 1988: Construction of a viewing
slgnages.

pJatfon叭，

a footpath and four directional

. August 1992: Replacement of the protective cage of the rock carving by a
pavilion structure , and the improvement of the access pathway and the
environment ofthe rock carving.
• May 2000: lmprovement work for direction signages and erection of three extra
direction sîgnages.
• September 2005: Replacement of the protective cage by the present one.
4. Present Condition and
Past Treatment

I Present Condition
Overall condition ofrock carving was stable.

1.

Past Treatment in 2005
Cleaned wjth soft bristle brush for removing dust and loose vegetation.
• The surface was cleaned with biodegradable and non-Îonic surfactant
(J2 econ@9Q) and then rinsed thoroughly with water.
。

5. Photo Reference
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Analysis and Recommendations

SHEK PIK: Analysìs and Recommendations

1. Present Situation
1.1 Physical condition of the rock carvíngs
The rock carvíng at Shek Pik stable condition. There is no evídence of any accelerated or
immedíate risk to the site
1.2 Diagnosis of preservation problems
There are three preservation problems whích need to be managed at Shek Pík:
&

Bío-contamination of the surface of the rock by micro-organisms.

e

Loss of definition of the carved rock surface caused by the mechanícal action of ínfîltrated
water mígratíng through the rock to the surface of the carvíng

。

Potentíal vandalism of the site , due to íts devaluing locatíon - behind the incínerator and
within the rubbish dump of the Shek Pik Correctionallnstitution.

1.3. Site constraints and environmental setting
The site of the Shek Pik rock carving , once thought to be on the coast líke other rock carvíngs in
Hong Kong , is now located some 300 meters inland , separated from the coast by the massive
constructíon of the Shek Pik Correctional Institution. While this location affords the rock carving
protect from the elemen 怡， and some degree of police surveillance due to íts proximity to a highsecurity prison , the present environmental context of the site is problematic. The site is located
right behind the prison's garbage disposal area and is , in fact , within an outside perimeter of the
prison's rubbish dump.
This locatíon devalues the rock carving as community rubbish. A visit to the site is unpleasant
and communicates to the public that this pa 吋 of Hong Kong 's heritage has no value.
The prison authorities appear to have neíther knowledge of the value of the carving nor any
concern for the protectíon of the site. Indeed , they appear to regard visítors to the síte as a threat
to the prison's own security protocols. Indeed , while this consultant visited the site , prisoners on
garboard detail were also present on site.
There are , in fact , two access routes to the Shek Pik rock carving site. The road access route
leads through the prison's ga 巾age disposal are a. There ís however an alternative hiking route
which does not entaìl going through the catchment of the prison's territory.
1.4 Context , me l' its and issues of the current conservation practice
In 2005 , the surface was cleaned and a biocide applíed (Decon@90). This appears to have
controlled the growth of micro-organisms on the surface of the carving , although some new
growth was observed by this consultan t. Renewed treatment is called for.
The source of the contamination is the hill slope behind the rock carving whîch is infested with
termites. No doubt the proximíty to the prison's garbage disposal area contributes nutrients to
suppo 付 the populations of insects , fungi and other micro-organisms found at the rock carving site.
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There Îs a protective shelter consistíng of metal bars and a roof , the purpose of which seems to
be to mark off the carving as something to be protected and to provide a measure of protection
against potential vandalism. The shelter also prevents heavy vehicles from the prison from
damaging the sÎte; and to a degree 1t segregates the site from the creeping expansion of the
prìson's garbage dump.

2. Proposed solutionslimprovements

2.1 Preservation and conservation strategy
2.1.1

Interim

There are two actions which need to be taken to improve the condition of the Shek Pik rock
carvlng:

.
.

Clean and re-apply the bîocide to the rock surface.
Improve the housekeepìng and maintenance of the site , which involves cutting the
surrounding vegetation , eliminating the termite nest, and removing encroachíng garbage and
other debris from the site.

2.1.2

Long-term

There are also a number of medÎum to long-term actions which are recommended:
•

Modelíng by the Geological and Geo-technícal Services of infíltration of water through
fractures in the bedding of the rock onto the surface of the carving , followed by
ìmplementation of the recommended corrective measures

•

Monitoring of the
test patches.

•

Construction of a better-designed shelter and visitor interpretation kiosk at the site.

e

Change in the access to the site in favour of the footpath and the construction of a physical
barrier separating the Shek Pik rock carvings from the prison compound.

e仟ects

of the application of biocide to the site , through on-site monítorìng

2.2 Requirements for intervention treatment
The long-term treatment for the Shek Pik rock carving is no different than that for the other rock
carvings of Hong Kong. This consists of:
e

Frequent periodic monitoring of the condìtion of the carving ，的 Ilowing the establishment of a
baseline monitoring data base using laser scanning.

•

Geo-technical engineering to divert the flow of water through the fractures in the rock away
from the carved surface.

•

Applicatìon of an appropriate biocide if contamination with

•

Construction of new, beUer-designed shelter to protect the carving and enhance ít5 value a5
a public educatíonal resource.
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micro國 organisms

ìs identified

•

And , in the case of Shek Pik , the change of access to the sîte avoidîng the prison's garbage
dump.

(Please refer to Part 11 1. 2 for a thorough discussion of these above points.)

2.3 Follow-up evaluation and documentation work
Required are:

.
•

Laser scanning of the
changes.

ca 川 ing

to establish a data baseline from which to monitor subsequent

Geo-technical study of water infiltration

2 .4 Resources implications
2.4.1
•

Interim

As at all sites , investment will be required ìn laser scanníng to create the required monitoring
data base. This should be done as soon as budget resources permî t.

2.4.2

Long-term

•

As at all sites , the geologìcal modelìng and applìcation of geo-technical engineerìng solutions
to the problem of infiltrating water will require budgetary allocation to be implement by
Geological Servìces.

•

As at other sites , the construction of an improved shelter and a visîtor information kiosk will
require a budgetary allocation.

•

At Shek Pìk , investment is also required for upgrading the alternate pathway down to the site
and în the construction of a fence or other barrier separating the rock carvíng site from the
prîson compound.

3. Risks
3.1 Identifîcation and assessment of the risk factors
There are two ascertained risks at Shek Pik:

.
.
.

Contamination of the site by micro-organisms.
Location of the site within the prison's garbage dump , thus devaluing the heritage to the
equivalent of garbage.
The one ascertaîned risk at Lung Ha Wan comes from the long-term effects of wind erosÎon.
The protective shelter must be redesigned with this in mînd.

3.2 Risk Management
Rîsk management at Shek Pik consists , in the fÎrst instance ,
•

în isolatîng the rock carving from the prison's garbage dump ‘
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Thereafter , the risk management actions are the same as the actions requíred at all other rock
carving sites

.

Improved housekeeping/maintenance protocols , aimed at both preventing mechanical
damage to the site , and at the early identification of bio-growth which can then be halted
before it becomes a problem.

•

Periodic monitoring based on a laser scan data base of the conditîon of the carving .

•

Geo-technical engineering solutions to the problems of water infiltration .

.
•

The construction of an appropriately-designed structure to protect the rock carving from wind
erosion , temperature differentials and the possíbility of vandalism.
Fu 吋hermore ，

at Shek Pik , the changes to and improvement of visitor access is required.

4. Conservation plan
4.1 Priority for intervention treatments
The first priority is to:
(i)

Isolate the Shek Pik rock carving from the prison compound , by changing the access
route and constructíng a barríer separating the rock carving from the príson compound.

Thereafter , applicatíon of the recommended standard medium to long-term conservation
protocols applicable to all protected rock carvings in Hong Kong , viz. ,
(ii)

Undertake laser scanning of the rock carving to create a baseline for future monitoring.

(iii)

Establish a schedule of frequent periodic monitoring , incorporating improved
housekeeping arrangements for site maintenance.

(iv)

Application of bìocide if biological contamination is identified.

(v)

With assìstance from Geological Services , model geo-technical options for preventing the
flow of water through fractures in the rock onto the surface of the carving

(vi)

Undertake the recommended geo-technical engineering work.

(vii)

Design and construct a new shelter to protect the carving and for the purposes of
enhanced visitor interpretation.

4.2 Implementation plans and 4.3 timeline for work
Recommendation (i):

Negotìations should begin immediate and the work
should be completed within the next
budgetary cycle.

Recommendations (ii) , (iii) and (iv):

Immediate incorporation into the routìne work plan of
AMO

Recommendations (v) , (vi) and (vii):

As soon as can be budgeted for under the normal
budgetary cycle of the Governmen t.
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5. Recommendations on specialist supplies
5.1 Sources of specialist materia!s and service suppliers
Biocide. Application of a biocide at Shek Pik should follow previously successful protocols , with
the caveat that an on-site control test be established and maintained at this site and at all sites
where a biocide , or any other chemical treatment , is applíed .
Shelter. It is recommended that in the constructíon of new shel泊的， which are requíred at all
sites , no concrete is used in any location where there would be any danger of dissolved concrete
coating the rock surface. Nor should untreated iron be used. Consíderation should be given to
the use of stainless steel , tempered , shatter-proof glass , wood and stone in the construction of
the new shelters. The final choice of materials is a matter for the architecture specialists to
decîde
It is worth noting that at Shek Pik. considering that the rock carvings are out of theìr original
environmental context , provision of much improved visitor interpretation ìs requíred to explain the
original context of the rock carving to the visitor.
5.2 Recommendations for outsourcing of site management (if necessary)
e

As at all sites , there ìs the need for increased supervision of site housekeeping and
maintenance. This is pa 付 icularly so at Shek Pik because of the location of the site adjacent
to the prison's garbage dump .

~

As at the other sites , monitoring arrangements with local community stakeholder interests
should be explored . In the case of Shek Pik , Country Parks should be interested in the
maintenance of this site which is situated along a hiking trai l.

e

However ìt is not recommended that the daily management of the Shek Pik rock carving site
be left to the Shek Pik Correctional Institute as appears to be the dθ facto case today. This is
an unsustainable arrangement which is not in the interest of either the AMO of the Prison
Authoríty , and therefore not ìn the publíc's best interest

•

The valuation of this síte , líke the other rock carving sites , can be enhanced through better
visitor interpretatíon/education facílities and programmes which should be undertaken in
cooperation with Education Department and Country Parks. This will contribute to the longterm safeguarding of the site.
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SITE 9: ROCK CARVING AT SHEK PIK

11. 9.4

Photographs

Photo 1: Showing how the nearness of the shelter to the carving diminishes the value of the
caNing in the eye of the public
Photo 2: Showing insect infestation
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Shek Pik
Photo 1: Showing how the nearness of the shelter to the carving diminishes the value of
the carving in the eye of the public
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Shek Pik
Photo 2: Showing insect infestation
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CONSULTANCY STUDY ON THE PRESERVATION OF ANCIENT ROCK CARVINGS OF
HONG KONG

PART 111
SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This section should be read followíng and with reference to Part 11 , which comprises a discussion
of the issues and recommendatìons for each site

1. Present Situation
1.1 Physical condition of the rock carvings
Wìth the single exception of the Cheung Chau Rock Carving (which is dealt wíth separately in
Part 11. 7 and in Part 11 1. 4.1.1 below) , there ís .D o acceleratinq deterioration În the condition of any
of the rock carving in Hong Kong which can be ascribed to human factors , intentional or
otherwise , on the part of the AMO or the general public; or to a recent sudden change in the
environmental or other circumstances a行ecting the condition of the carvings.
The rock carvings , to be sure , are all affected by the long-term effects of wind and water erosion ,
which is exacerbated by the hìgh level of salt in the aìr due to the proximity of the sea. This is ,
however , the “ natural" or “original" or “authentic" environmental context in which the rock carvings
were created. In the intervening hundreds or thousands of years , the carved rock faces have
adjusted to and reached a homeostasis with this environmen t. This homeostasis represents the
lowest level of deterioration which can be expected of an 的 sítu archaeolog ical site or artifac t.
This is the 旦旦巨型 condition of archaeological materials ;n si仙， and represents the Qotimum
condition for the long-term survival of the artifact. AII archaeological materials deteriorate after
their creation/deposition. This deterioration is in fact pa 付 of the body of information that scientists
observe and study in order to understand the significance of the artifac t. Conservation
management aims to maximize the lifespan of the artifact (and therefore of the knowledge
encoded therein) ，的 rough minimizing grtificiallv înduceg change to the artifact and its context
Any act which abruptly interferes with this homeostasis and changes the evolved equìlibrium
whìch the site/artìfact has achieved with its environment wìll , more likely than no t, dìsturb this
equilibrium and result in an accelerated rate of deterioratìon , until a new equilibrium can be
achieved. Therefo 陀， any act of physical or chemìcal intervention which disturbs the achieved
equílibrium of a rock carving is to be avoìded , unless there ìs compelling evidence that an
external factor has already dìsturbed this equilibrium and has induced , or poses an immediate
的 reat of causing , accelerated deterioration. With the single exceptìon of the Cheung Chau Rock
Carving , no rock carving in Hong Kong is experiencing or is immediately endangered with such a
traumatic , compelling situation. Therefore , with the single exception of Cheung Chau , no heroic
interventìon ìs called for at any of the sites.
1.2 Diagnosis of preservation problems
There are two aspects of the environmental contexts of the rock carvings of Hong Kong which
contribute to their long-term deterioration over time and it is these two aspects over which we can
seek to ga;n some control , in an e仟。此 to slow down the long-term deterioration of the rock
carvíngs and maintain their value as a resource within the community. These two aspects are
both mechanical in nature and are related to the environmental context of the rock carvings.
Theyare:
(i)

wind , and wind-borne salt water , erosion
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(ii)

water percolation through naturally-occurring bedding fractures in the structural body
(not the su 斤ace) of the parent rock. The seepage of water through these fractures
introduces a number of medium to long-term problems potentially a仟ecting the rock
caNings. These problems include:
•

transmigration of dissolved minerals to the rock suriace where they are deposited ,
staíning the suriace and making the caNing difficult to read;

•

thermal induction of surtace cracking (through mechanical process involved with
evaporation) resulting in crackíng and potential spalling of the caNed surface ,
which has been rendered already somewhat unstable by the act of carving into
weathered cortex of the rock surface;

8

humidification of the rock suriace providing a moist environment conducive to the
growth of micro-organìsms which can erode the carving by literally dissolving
some of the minerals in the rock matrix as pa 付 of their metabolic processes.

Of these two problems , the fjrst (wind erosion) is more easily understood and counter-acted by e
physical means , such as the construction of shelters , as will be discussed below in Part 11 1. 2.1
The second problem (water seepage through fractures in the rock) is by far the more serious
problem at most of the rock carving sites in Hong Kong and is responsible for most of the physical
damage which is apparent to the eye , such as at PO To i. This issue is discussed individually for
each site in Part 11 and in Part 11 1. 2.2 below.

1.3. Site constraints and environmental setting
It ìs impo 吋ant to understand that this second problem (water infiltration) , and to some degree also
the first (erosion) , are geological in nature. The solutions to these problems are not to be found in
the cosmetic , chemical treatment of rock surfaces. Although such treatments may temporarily
improve the appearance of the carving and its immediate readability , the need for their repeated
application will , in the medium to long-ter附， result in acce 愴的ted deterioration of the caNings. It
is the conclusion of this consultant that past attention to surface treatmen 峙， while not evidently
harmful to the carvings , have had no discernable positive impact either and have diverted
attention away from dealing with the more serious underlying issues , especially that of water
ínfiltration through the parent rock.
The solution of this problem of water seepage through the rock , however, is outside the scope of
most conservation archaeologists , and lies with expe 吋s training in the geological sciences and
geo-technical engineering. For this reason , this consultant recommends close collaboration
between AMO and the other relevant technical services of Government in the long-term
prese 川ation of the rock carvings of Hong Kong.

2. Proposed solutions/improvements
Before going on to describe the strategies to address these two medium to long-term threats to
the rock carvings of Hong Kong , it is impo 吋ant ， firstly , to understand that these two problems are
not new problems caused by some recently changed circumstance. These problems have
existed since the carvings were created and are inherent in the geological and environmental
contexts of the carvings . Secondly , there is no evidence that the damage caused by either of
these tw。 “ proble f.l1 s" has accelerated in recent years. In fact , photographic and anecdotal
evidence from 19 century travelers suggest that it has not (for example , at Tung Lung.)
Therefore the "solutions" to these two "problems" lie in long-term strategies to protect and mange
change at the sites , not in one-o行I quíck-fix solutions.
111
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2.1 Preservation and conservation strategy

WIND BORNE EROSION
To address the fjrst problem , that of erosion , physical barriers to wind and wind-borne salt water
are the best solutíon , as has been recognìzed by the AMO and is the main reason gÎven for a
number of protective shelters being built at the sites.
It should be noted that the other reason given for the construction of these structures is to protect
the sites against vandalism. However, there is no history of attempted vandalism at any of the
sites , so this threat is more theoretical than rea l. In any case , the shelters at most accessible
sites , such as the one at 8ìg Wave 8ay , are easily breeched as the consultant observed first
hand when a young visìtor reached inside the protective shelter and touched the carved surface.
If the purpose of the shelters is to protect the sites against the possibility of vandalism , the
shelters need a radically different desìgn.
In point of fact , these shelters have been buílt to a variety of designs and obviously with a
minimum budget allocation , with the results that the shelters do not do the protective job intended.
They do not adequately protect the rock carvings from wind , and in fact in some cases (Lung Ha
Wan) the shelter actually funnels the wind across the surface of the carving with accelerated
speed. In other cases , (Cheung Chau) the shelters create heat and humidity mícro-climates on
the surface of the rock and thus encourage the growth of micro-organisms on the carved surfaces.
At other sites , (PO Toi) the shelters have failed when exposed to typhoon winds. At most sites ,
the shelters are built with materials the quality of which is not up to the protection demands of the
site , and with minimum attention to design so they do little to aid in the ìnterpretation and
valuation of the sites to the public as.an ínteresting and valuable community resource to be
cherished , protected and preserved. '
What is needed is a much higher degree of design input into the construction of shelters at all of
the sites. The shelters need to provìde adequate protection from the wind , rain and sun while
allowing natural ventilation to be maintained , without the creation of ariificial heat and humidity
traps. The desígn needs to be robust enough to withstand the rìgours of the typhoon environment
and the perceived potential threat of vanda 悟， yet attractive enough to communicate the value of
the carvings as a community resource.
A new bespoke design for the shelters is needed , with expe 付 architectural inpu t. The vocabulary
of shelter construction should be in keeping with Country Parks design standards , and thus to
provide for public recognition of the value of the carvings as a community resource of interes t. In
addîtion , the special conservation needs of the rock carvîngs need to be taken into consideration
Whìle the desìgn of the new shelters should be drawn up by a professional architect wìth_
expe 付 ise and experience in the construction of this type of outdoor protective structures ，正
consultant would like to recommend some guidelines for the new shelters:

the

Size: The size of the newly-designed shelters should be large enough to allow no possible
physical access to the carvings by visìtors , ìn order to protect again intentional vandalism , graffìti ,
and unintentional damage caused by repeated touching of the carved suriace. The walls and roof
of the structures should be far enough away from the surface of the carving , so as not to affect
the ventilation and natural thermal conditions of the rock. AII shelters which have been built to
date are far too small wìth walls and roofs much too near the carved surfaces. Larger enclosures
will also allow for visitors to observe the caNings in a more authentic settìng of the rock face , and
1 Although at some sites , notably Big Wave Bay , the new interpretation plaques do a much
ìmproved job of providing informative , interestìng , bi-lingual interpretive material about the
çarvings and their hìstorìcaJ context
" Names of such qualified archîtects can be obtained from ICOMOS.
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ameliorate the feeling at many sites that the rock carvings are "ìn prison" behìnd the bars and
walls of their shelters. “ Imprisoning" the carvings in this way sends the wrong message to the
public and indicates that these artifacts are of little interest and not much value to the public as a
community resource.
Roof: The shelters need to have sloping roof to provide water drainage; as well a5 protection
from direct sunlight at the hottest times of the day when danger thermal differentials in the rock
surface are the greates t. The consultant has observed that the best carvings in the best condition
are those that a 陀 both well-ventilated and well-shaded (Joss House Bay , Shek Pik , Wong Chuk
Hang.) The roof should not be made of glass or other transparent or tran51ucent lìght-conducting
materials. These focus light and create pockets of high temperature and humidity inside the
shelter (as is the case with the Cheung Chau shel銜， which otherwise Îs perhaps the most
attractive of the existing shelter designs buìlt to date.)
Materials: While the final choice of materials should be left to the qualified architect ,
consîderatíon should be given to the use of stainless steel (which is inert and easily maintained);
tempered , shatter-proof glass; stone; and wood for the roof. To be avoided are (i) concre俑，
which will eventually dissolve , leaching cement to coat the rock suriace. permanently damaging
the carving; and (ii) exposed , untreated iron , which will react chemícally with the rock it touches ,
díscolouring it. Both of these materials (concrete and untreated iron) will introduce into a site ,
additional conservation problems , and should be avoided.
Ventilation: Ventilation is all importan t. It is impractical (and also undesirable) to isolate the
carvings from all exposure to water. Water washes the su 向ce di 吋 from the carvings and keeps
them clean. This inhibits the growth of fungi and other micro-organisms. But water must not be
allowed to remain for long on the rock surface. Therefore , the shelters must be 50 constructed as
to insure that there is proper drainage of water and sufficient ventilation to allow for evaporation of
moisture at the "natural" rate which wìll dry the suriace of the rock as quickly as possíble without
the radical thermal expansions and contracts whìch can be caused by direct sunligh t. (This
optimum ventilation design can best be modeled by the archìtect in cooperation with geo回
technical engineers , but in simple terms it can be easily described a.s "airy , well-ventilated , and
shady."
Cos t: One of the issues in the construction of protective shelters at the sites to date is that
insufficient investment has been made by AMO in the design and construction of structures of
sufficiently high quality to perform the tasks intended. This is an area where added budgetary
inputs are required to solve the problem
To Build or Not to Build. There is an argument that not all sites need shel 怡的 for protectíve
purposes. For example at Wong Chuk Hang , where access is carefully controlled bya walkway
on the other side of the small river Valley , does not need a shelter for protective purposes. Other
sites , such as PO Toi , quite obviously will benefit from protection again wind and water erosion ,
the effects of which are visible. It has been argued that other sites , in pa吋icular Kau Sai Chau , do
not to need a shelter due to their inaccessibîli 句， but this consultant in consultation with expe 仕s of
the Hong Kong Geological Services Department has been advised that a shelter is needed in
order to protect the carving from water and falling debris , brought down by water , from the rock
face above the carving.
There are three inter-linked considerations in constructing shelters at the rock carving sites:
(i)
To protect the site from wind erosion and water
(ii)
To protect the site from vandalism
(iii)
To provide information and gíve added value to the site as a community education
resource
The first of these considerations (erosion) should be ascertained by competent expe 吋s from the
Governmen t' s Geological Services. The question to be asked of and answered by expe 前s from
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Geological Services is
damage or not?"

"叭lill

a structure protect the carved surface from wind erosÎon and water

The second of these considerations (vandalism) is a politícal decision based on past experience ,
accessibility of the site , and frequency of visitatìon. This consultant does not have su 仟icient
information to make a fully-informed judgment in this regard . As no site has experienced
vandalìsm in the past , there seems to be an argument that protection for this purpose is not
needed wìthin the Hong Kong contex t. However, as past experience at heritage sites elsewhere
has shown , the more well-known and frequently visited a heritage site is , the more likely there is
that someone will vandalism it - at least with graffit i. Although no records of visitation at the sites
is kept by AMO , this consultant has the impression that the most frequently visited sites are Big
Wave B 旬， Joss House B 旬， Cheng Chau , Poi Toi and , to a lesser degree , Tung Lung. While the
least frequently visited are Wong Chuk Hang , Lung Ha Wan , and Kau Sai Chau. Shek Pik ís an
anomaly as its locatìon near a prison's garbage dump invites abuse and vandalism
The last of these three arguments above suggests that all sites should have bespoke structures
of some sort or another , for the purposes of interpretation and giving added value to the site as
an place of importance in the community.
2.2 Requirements for intervention treatment
INF Ll TRATION OF WATER THROUGH FRACTURES IN THE ROCK
The second problem is that of the infiltration of water through natural bedding fractures in the rock
that allow water to seep out through the rock and onto the surface of the carving. To address this
issue , AMO needs to form an allíance with the Geological Services of the Hong Kong
Government , a department which has already shown its ability and willingness to address this
issue in a most constructive way . Thís problem cannot be adequately addressed within the AMO;
it is an issue which outside the scope and expert capacity of the AMO , as it would be of most any
archaeological service of any country in the world.
This consultant has had discussions on how to address this issue with
Services and what they advise needs to be accomplished is threefold:

expe 叫s

in the Geological

(i)

First旬， there is the need to map the cracks and fissures in the parent rock of each
carving which allow water to seep through the rock to the surtace of the carving;

(ii)

Secondly , following this mapping it will be possible to model this flow of water and the
options of how it may be diverted from the carving surface;

(iii)

Thirdly , it will then be necessary to implement the geo-technical engineering solutions
to this problem , on a site-by-site basis.

This is a straightforward approach to the problem and has much to recommend it. It will of course
require the cooperation of both the Geological and Geo-Technical Services of the Hong Kong
Governmen t. It will also require a budgetary allocation , which these services are in the best
position to estimate.
2.3

Follow-up evaluation and documentation work

From the above discussion of the issues affecting the conseNation of the rock carving , an
impo 付ant question arises: "If the means to address these two most serìous medium to long-term
aspects of site conservation management are outside the scope and capacity of the AMO , what
then is the role of the AMO in safeguarding the rock carving of Hong Kong?"
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The answer to that is clear and straìgh 仔orward. Li ke the goal of any government heritage
protection agency , the roles of the AMO are (i) to be vigilant in monitoring of the condìtion of the
rock carvings as a public resource of great value; (ii) to mobilize the necessary resources , both
human and financial , to deal with any ascertained problem identifìed during the monitoring ,
including that of routine maintenance; and (îii) to interpret the significance and value of this
resource to the Hong Kong public
MONrrORING
Systematic monitoring protocols must be put into place and implemented wìth sufficient frequently
to be able to inform the AMO of developing conservation problems and management concerns at
the rock carving sites. Reactive monitoring , or monitoring which takes place only after a member
of the public has repo討ed a problem , is insufficìent and ìneffective.
For the purposes of best-practice monitoring , AMO needs to have access to a dígital data base
giving the condition of each rock carving at a specific poìnt in time. This is the baseline against
which changes (i f any) ìn the condition of the carving can be measured. The best available tools
for capturing and storìng this information is through laser scanning. 1his consultant hiq到X
recommends that laser scans be conducted at all rock carvinq sites as soon as possible. ThÎs will
require inter-departmental cooperation and a budget allocation
Photographìc records are also useful , especially as these can be compared with prevìous
photographs. Photographs can also sometimes capture a very faint image , given the right
lighting conditions (such as at Kau Sai Chau , where the carving ÎS usually not visible to the naked
eye.) Photographs can also colour changes whích might be indicative of mineral staining or of
seasonal growth of micro-organisms
In the past , (plaster? or plasticìne?) moulds were taken of the rock carvings. This practice should
not be repeated as the process mechanically affects the surface of the carving.
2.4 Resources implications
MOBI Ll ZING HUMAN AND FINANCIAL RESOURCES THROUGH PARTNERSHIPS WITH
OTHER TECHNICAL SERVICES
When systematic , periodíc monitoring identifÎes a potentìal problem at a site , AMO needs to
mobilize the appropriate human and fjnanciaJ resources to deal with the correction of the problem
at its cause - and not to wait until ìt must be dealt with as an already negative effect. For this , ìt
may often be necessary for AMO to look beyond the expe 仕ìse available within ìts own staff and to
deveJop pa 內 nerships with other technical services of the Governmen t. It has been discussed
above that pa 同nerships with Geology and Geo-Technical Services , with Architectural Servìces ,
and with Country Parks will be necessary.
It should be pointed out in this respect , that rock carvings represent a special kìnd of in situ
archaeologìcal resource that Îs comparatively rare and the conservation issues of whîch are
especìally complex. Most archaeological services do not have on staff the expe 吋 ise requîred to
deal with all Îssues pertaining to the conservation of rock carvings and ìt is very common that
outsourcing this expertìse from other government services is necessary. This is not a problem
unique to Hong Kong.

3. Risks
INTERPRETATION OF SIGNIFICANCE AND VALUE
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An archaeological resource whîch has been declared a protected monument is an asset of great
value to the Hong Kong community. The AMO's role needs to be to build upon that asset value
by providing informative , interesting interpretation of the rock carvings to the communìty at large.
This is something whîch can be done in many way with the AMO's own expe 吋;se in museum and
site presentation; and can be augmented in partnership with Educational Services and Country
Parks.
Ultimately , the best protection long 什erm protection which can be provided for the rock carving is
to ensure that the community values them and protects them.
3.1 Identification and assessment of the risk factors
Much more can be done than has been done to date ín the ìnterpretation of the significance and
vaJue of the rock carvings to the Hong Kong public. The proposed new design of the protective
shelters can be a tool to facilîtate enhanced interpretation.
•

Somethìng which has already been started , with the design of new information plaques , is the
linkage of the sìtes to one anoth缸， encouraging those interested to visît more than one site.

•

The presentation of comparative material in the interpretation of the meaning of the rock
carvings (such as the geometic pottery design) is also an excellent innovation.

Howev缸，

.

more can be done. For example:

The interpretation of the carvings is stiH that of something remote , mysterious (and therefore
probably relîgious or ritualistic). This is oJd-school archaeoJogical interpretation. More recent
trends in interpretation make linkages between the archaeological artifacts (the rock carvings) ,
their environmental se削 ngs ， and Jiving cultural practices. In thìs way , members of the lay
community , especially elders in the communìty , can be brought into the interpretatìon process.

•

Another trend in the interpretation of archaeological sites emphasizes the conservation
issues of a site , and how contemporary practices endanger the ancient knowledge encoded
therein. Conservation groups wìthin society (such as the Boy Scouts , as one example) can
be mobilized for community-based site monìtorîng activìties

•

ArchaeoJogìcal sites also raise interesting scientìfîc issues. The use of laser scanning and
the modeling of water migration through the bedding fractures of Hong Kong rocks are just
two examples of scientific issues of interest which can be studied using the rock carvîngs.

These are just some suggestions on how the interpretation of the rock carvings of Hong Kong can
be enhanced and the carvings given added value to the community
3.2 Risk Management
AUTHENTICITY OF SETTING
Much of the value of the rock carvìngs and inscriptions of Hong Kong derives from the fact that
they are in their original location and , w;th the exceptîon of Shek Pik , this envÎronmentaf setting
has presumably remained largely unchanged since the time the carvings were made.
Management practices therefore need to pay attentíon to the preservatíon of the authenticity of
thís setting and the sensitive presentation of this setting to the public through the use of nonintrusíve naturally-occurring materials in the construction of shelters , access ways , landscaping ,
etc
That being said , it is also worth remembering that the rock carvings are no longer in their originaJ
funcfionaf setting. They do not function as originally intended , whatever that may have been
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The contemporary function of the rock carvìngs ìs as an important part of the archaeological
heritage of Hong Kong , to be understood and appreciated by the Hong Kong public as pa 付 of the
history of the place where they live.
The ímplication of these observations Îs that visitor access to and interpretation of the rock
carvings is an ~ssentia! feature of their good conservation managemen t. It is not an add-on to
technical conservatìon actions to preserve the rock carvíngs - it is the end 90al of all preservation
strategies. If the rock carvings have no meaning , no significance and no function ìn the life of the
community of Hong Kong today , there is no justification to utilize public funds for their
safeguarding .
It has been argued in some qua 付ers that we need to work to return the environmental setting of
the rock carvings to precisely the way it was thousands of years ago , in the attempt to render that
setting easily understandable to the general public. There may be some things that can be done
in this regard , especially as pertain to the non-introduction of modern materìals onto the site and
the protection of the views from the carvings to the sea from encroachment by new constructions.
However, as the sea levels tOday are approximately 2 meters lower than they were 5000 years
ago , actions to this end will always remain largely a case of site presentation rather than of actual
authenticity.

4. Conservation plan
4.1 Priority for intervention treatments
4.1.1

Cheung Chau. The priority for intervention is a Cheung Chau. The induced , rapid
deterioration of the upper rock carving must be halted immediately. What is requìred are
the following steps:

(ì)

Negotiate with the hotel to stop watering and to remove the 2-3 flowers planted
directly above the ca 川 ing . This daily addition of water , which may well carry
chemicals from fertilizers applied to the flowe店， assures that the conditions for the
growth of micro-organisms is maìntained.

(ii)

Remove the glass roof panel from immediately above the carving , in order to
eliminate the existing thermal heat and humidìty trap. This should be done
immediately , before any structure is designed , budgeted and buìlt which may take
some time

(iii)

Collect the stone powder at the foot of the carving and have ít analyzed to determine
if is is the result of the action of micro-organisms.

(i v)

Apply an appropriate fungicide to kill the micro-organism , at the appropriate place in
íts fruiting cycle. (The application protocols should be determined in consultation with
a biological specialist)

(v)

Clean the dead micro-organisms and any rock dust from the carving.

4.1.2

PO To i. After Cheung Chau , PO Toi requires attention in order to stop the migration of
infiltrated water through to the surface of the ca 凹的 g. As explained ín Part 11. 8 and above
in Part 111 2.2 , this will require collaboration with Geological and Geo-Technical Services
of the Governmen t.

4.1.3

Shek Pik. Shek Pik also requires immediate attention in order to isolate the site from the
garbage dump of the Shek Pik Correctional Institution. Please refer to Part 11.9.
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4.2 Implementation plans and 4.3 Timeline for work
4.2.1

Cheung Chau , remedial treatment

Immediate action is required.
4.2.2

Improved housekeeping/maintenance at all sites.

Immediate action can be taken , without budgetary implications
4.2.3

Laser scanning

As soon as budget allocation can be made availab悟， laser scans should be made of all carvings
in order to provide a data baseline for future monitoring
4.2 .4

Geological modeling of water infiltration and migration

This should be foreseen within the next budgetary cycle of Governmen t.
4.2.5

New shelíe 時

at

all sites

The design of these shelters and their implementation should be undertaken , in collaboration with
Country Parks , as soon as budgetary allocation can be obtained. Phased execution can be
considered
4.2.5

Interpretation plans

Improved site interpretation should be incorporated into the construction of new shelters

5. Recommendations on specialist supplies
5.1 Sources of specialist materials and service suppliers
The consultant does not recommend any particular chemicals and suppliers. What can be
recommended with regard to materials are the following:
The inert cleaning agents which have previously been applied to clear the carving are
appropriate.
The broad spectrum anti-fungals which have been used by the AMO to treat the growth
of micro-organisms are generally appropriate , but as fungal growth Îs not a widespread or
immediately serious problem (except at Cheung Chau , and potentially at Po Toi) , the
precìse type of micro-organism should be ídentìfied in partnership with the universities'
biology depa 付 men隘， and a specifÎc fungicide applied at the appropriate time in the
fruiting cycle. This will result in longer-Iasting results and minimize the need for frequent
re-applications.
While there ís no evidence that the water-proofing treatments given to some of the
carvings has done any damage to the carving; there is also no evidence that it has done
any good. At Lung Ha Wan , the weathering of the applied chemical itself is noticeable
and uneven due to the uneven surface of the rock. Therefore frequent reapplication
would be requìred IF this treatment were to have its desired effec t. However, the
frequent reapplication of such a material to the surface of the rock will result in build-ups
which will dífferentially affect the rock suriace's natural transpiration 、 80 it is
recommended that this treatment be discontinued
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It is recommended that in the construction of new shelters', which are required at all
sìtes , no concrete is used in any location where there would be' any danger of dìssolved
concrete leaching out to coat the rock surface. Nor should untreated îron be used.
Consideration should be gìven to the use of stainless steel , terhpered shatterproof g[ass , .
wood and stone in the construction of the new shelters . However. the final choice of
materials is a matter for the architecture specialists to decìde.
[n gener剖， ìt is not the type of (chemical) product or its source whic l1 needs .to be of concern to
the AMO. What should be of concern is to mobilize the proper expe.rtise within sister government
agencies or from universities in order to answer the problems facìng the conservation of the rock
carvîng with the proper expe吋ise.
If there has been a problem with the conservation of the rock carvings in the past , it is to be found
in the assumption that chemical treatment of the surface will solve the'problems. Thìs ìs at best a
cosmetic solution with little medium or long-term impac t. Long-term impact will come through
pa 內nering with sister departments/agencies with the approprîate expe吋 ise.

5.2 Recommendations for outsourcing of site management (if necessary)
This consultant does not see the need , or the desirability to "outsource" management of the rock
carving. In fact , the AMO should not (and probably cannot) delegate ìts responsibilìty to monitor
and assure the safeguarding of declared monuments.

5.2.1

Recommended changes

That beìng said , some changes in the current management structure is needed:

5.2.1.1 Cheung Chau. The only site whìch is under immediate risk is the only site not under
AMO direct managemen t. This anomaly needs to be r.ectified by an order of the Chief
Executive giving the A fV1 0 access to and management rights over the site.

5.2.1.2 Shek Pik. This site is located , if not withìn , then literally dîrÇ7:! ctly adjacent to the garbage
refuse area of the correctional institute. While the daily refuse of.the. institute is dealt with
in an appropriate fashion , there is nonetheless a lot of discarded rubbish in the vìcinity of
the rock carving. Access to the rock carving ìs through a garbage disposal area; and the
rock carving itself sîts literally within a garbage dump. While the immediate vicinity of the
carving (approximate 1 meter) is free of garbage , the impression is nonetheless of the
carving beìng in a garbage dump 且 This is certainly no way to yalue the carving to the
public as a community resource; and it will eventually led to direct conservation problems ,
as garbage has a way of creeping ever outward. It is recommended that access to .these
carving be changed to come from the hike 悶， trail above the 's ite '.and that the site itself be
physically isolated from the prision's garbage area.

5.2.2

Establishing

pa 前 nerships.

5.2.2.1 Country Parks. While the AMO has the primary responsibility for monitoríng the
condition of the carvings , it does not have the responsibility for m~naging -publíc access to the
sites. This is a matter for Country Parks. Especially considering at housekeeping has been
identified as an issue of some concern at all sites , there shou~d be a inter.departmental protocol
established for monitoring and maíntenance of the site environs , including the' shelters

5.2.2.2 Geological Services. Given that the most serious issue ofthe conservation of the rock
carvíngs involves the water migration through fractures in the body of the rock j ' regular on-site
monìtoring should be carried out together with an expe 內 from Geological Services
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,

可

三 5.2.2.3 Educatiort ' Oèþart 的'ënt
",

u'nder-valued and

:- ":'5';.2.3

As a community ed uca.t iQn resources the rock carvîngs
,

a悶

thè 闊的時 ' Uh'"d er-used

'Inter-depar會Mnt.~ördination mechani，sm η J ":ο: 早六.

Given the need for inter-departmental collaboration to assure the protection of Hong Kong's rock
carvings , tt would seem appropriate that a rock carvinos safeouardinq task forc~ be established ,
'C onvened and chêlìred:by~AMO ， .andwith membership.from
_,

AMO
Country Parks
Geological Services
討
1了T
r鬥-才悟
ie 鬥忱t 弋?九
、"、"
Education Depa鬥i卅
~ Others ∞
c ou
叫
11岫
d be:q
∞
O斗òþt悟語
êdü 昕卅to 怕
t he task force on an 白ä ho己 basis , as required by the issue at
-h and

.‘

•

、-

--

•

, ,..

.

、.

This arrangement would provide AMO with the extra-depa 吋 mental expe 付 ise it requires for bestpractice management of the rock ca 川 ings. It would also increase the value of the rock carvings
a~ a heritage resour~eJor.th~"Gommunity by raising their, profi.l~ within Government and with the
:肉 blic. An jnter-deØartn'l'~:~t t?_s，k 'force would also serve:tne j:> urposes of increased public
transparency in the manage 巾ìent 'of this resource :
,

6.

Concluding observations

6.1

With the exception of Cheung Chau , where immediate action is required to halt the
accelerated deterioration of the surface of the rock carving due to human agency (added
water and a cor地向cted heaUhumidity trip) , 1ne 時 is no ascertained immediate or
medium-term rlsk k丟了he r6ck carvinqs

6.2

The long-term.、 ri.?k$主 i~'{olving (i) wind/wat己 r erosi on..a.n.d .(ii) water migration through
fractures in thè töck ,' a'r~' inherent in the envir9n rn, ént:!n which the Hong Kong rock
carving were ' ère設制 . . Over the centuries , thé' cà rVlrlg這 have， evolved an equilibrium with
these envir6n n\éñ't~rfa在tors. This eauilìbri Li m stibÜlcfnot 'be disrupted bv abrupt phvsical
and ch em ic'å íirltél\iérlt'ïC)n~. This is not necess~ rY三h Ci 'the 'disruption caused by the
interventîon"wîiC'ih.'m os f- situations, accel，erat'é 也tehôrátion ， 'at Jeast until a new
environmen伽利可|的 rîum càn be establi三hd4 : ‘-

'

、

. -6:3

,

The 叫u 叫 ihPIgletHfiOTocess ofdeterio叫onmRY，; Re巾aps; . be slowed somewhat wìth
two interventîônt 、
(i)
(ii)

well designed purpose-built shelters
diversion of water seepage within the rock

80th of these interventions require

,.
•皂

6 .4

~

，﹒ I

'‘ . . 一

,

. 、.

•

一‘
，......

.λ ﹒ ‘
-、、

....

j . 'r :

expe 付 íse

that needs to be sourced outside the AMO.

d 7bitb:j泊
J打丌向
Jn
l'
It needs tωO 再鼠
of det悔
釘訓「叫ior咱
e
~tÎbT:l 卅 á_y;- 'j怕
n 'fact , be negligiblé wjten "rheasure'd over the relevant 10 旬 -term
tîme scale. 'W 倍-可 íffitult to interrupt, or eV~h;' t6: stow ， lhe processes of geological and
climate cha椅 e呵地;Shelters ， in pa 吋 icutàr ， : 的d油市 a more important 叫e ìn the
interpretatibri.- valuation and oromotion óf the 的 ck carvinq~ ， than they do in the actual
physical consξ 內ationρf the stone su 仟ace . Thîs 哥們，? uld be kept in mìnd in the design of
the shelters: . ' . . “
K

,. ;
、
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6.5

AMO's role in safeguarding the rock carvings is in their conservation managemen t. It is
impo 付ant to understand that objective of conservation management Îs not to stop al!
change. Change is pa 吋 of archaeology and history. Change ìs , in fact , what the
scientists of these disciplines study. 1he obiective of conservation manaQement is to
monitor and manaae the rate of that chanae , and if the rate accelerates to determine whv
it has accelerated and to intervene on the causes of that acceleration.

6.6

AMP prioriíiss

6.6.1

The first priority of AMO is to stop the deterioration at çheuno Chau

6.6.2

The second prìority should be to set in place monitorinq orotocol~ and to implement them
in a systematic way. This will include , first of all , the establîshment of baselíne
information on the exact state of the rock carvings using non-invasive laser scanning.

6.6.3

This will then need to be followed through on with
at all sites , as a third priority.

6.6.4

The fourth priority of the AMO should be to add value to the rock carvings as they are
understood as a heritage resource for the Hong Kong community ，的 rough imoroved
interoretation. visitor facilitìes and information.

6.6.5

The fifth priority is to mobilize the relevant sister services of Government to address the
two identìfied issues of (a) rniaration of infiltrated wat眩; and (b) Qrotective shelters

6.6.6

These priorities will also require that some changes in the structure of site management
takes place , pa 丹icularly with regard to Cheung Chau and Shek Pik where the AMO
needs to assume more direct management of the sites and their immediate vicinity. This
is the sixth priority

6.6.7

As all of these actions will require that the AMO action in cooperation with other
responsible departments of the government, the seventh priority is to establish an interdepa 吋mental coordination mechanism for the safeguarding of Hong Kong's rock carvings.

6.7

Budgetary requirements

~nhanced

housekeepino arranaements

Budgetary provisions will need to be made for the recommended improvements în the
conservation and management of the rock carvings sites. ln particular the following need budget
allocations:
~
11

•

Laser scanning
Geological modeling and geo-technical interventions
Design and construction of new shelters

These budget provisions may not all be appropriately allocated within the budget of AMO , but
may be more appropriate within the budgets of the Geological and Geo-Technical Services and
the Country Parks Deparment , for example.
6.8

Communications strategy

It is impo 付ant to remember (and to communícate to the interested public) that 9ood conservation
practice alwavs addresses underlvinq cause~; it is not merely cosmetîc. Thís is especially true of
the 的 situ conservation of archaeological relics , as the safeguarding and preservation of the
context of the relic is pa 吋 and parcel of the safeguarding of the relìc's overall value. Conservation
interventions which are aimed at reversing the effects of an underlyìng problem are an indication ,
perhaps not of failure , but of less-than-perfect management of the archaeological resource .
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Museum objects often require drastic conservation measures precisely because they have been
taken out of the archaeological context in which they have achieved environment equilibrium over
tìme , without the proper safeguards to ensure that their envìronmental equilibrium is maintained.
If the short-term risks to Hong Kong's rock carving are negligible and the long-term dangers are
inherent in their envìronmental conte泣， the medium-term threats perhaps deserve the most
attention from AMO. AII of the medium-term threats identified ìnvolve the lack of value the rock
carvìng are given within the Hong Kong community , as evidenced particularly by the Shek Pik
carvìngs relegated to the prison garbage tip. More systematíc monitoring , better housekeepìng ,
on-site facilities improvements and more pro-active înterpretation are the appropriate
management responses to these medium-term threats.
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